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FOREWORD

The high intensity radiation sources find extensive use in polymer

cross linking, grafting and molecular weight tailoring ss well as radiation

sterilization of medical products. Radiation pasteurization and steril ization

of food is another promising area and the regulatery barrierB appear to be

dropping slewly. The removal of SO* and WCbc by radiation frem stack gas is

now being tried on pilot scale In several countries. Water and sewage

treatment are.other areas that have been tho subject of research and develop-

ment for several years. Today several hundred electron bean units and Cobalt-ft)

sources are used world-wide to turn out irradiated products.

In India, thereare 135 teletherapy machines and 65 high Intensity

oobalt-60 sources. The high intensity cobalt-60 sources are in the form of

gamma chambers (2.5 kCi) and PANBIT (50 kCi). There is a medical s t e r i l i -

zation plant and several food irradiation faci 11 t i e0 .

In the use of ionizing radiation, accurate and reproducible radiation

d os line try plays an effective role. The application of high intensity sourcee

Involves a wide variation of dose from 10 Gy to 100 kGy. Although a large

number of dosimeters are available for the dosimetry of these sources, none of

them has proved to be satisfactory. Frioke dosimeter has for a long time played

an important role in dosimetry and i t is s t i l l very useful in the calibration

of fac i l i t i es like gamma chambers. However, i t s application to high dose la

limited. After a comprehensive evaluation programme by IAEA, the free radical

dosimstry using ESR readout technique has been adopted for i t s dose assuranoe

programme. The Chemical Dosimetry laboratory in DRP, has developed an alterna-

tive spectrophotometrio method for tho free radical dosimetry which showed very

good results in an lntezoomparison at leaned (BARC), RISO (Denmark), Institute

of Isotopes (Hungary) and Austrian Research Centre (Vienna). The ooapetano*

and experience of this Division In Chemical Sosimetry has been of great

value In extend in? dosinstry help to ttu u s e s of high intensity radiation

•ouroes.

(S.D. Sown)
Associate Director
Radiological Group
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INTERACTION OF RADIATION WITH MATTES

1* Introduction

The radiations which are encountered i n the study ofradiatioa e f feota

oan be o l f^a i f l ed into two types .

(a) Charged particles - such as <4.JPJ protona and electrons•
(b) Uncharged particle* - such as X-rays, V rays and neutrons.

The charged particles produce ionization directly through oculoab interac-

tion with atonic electrons. The uncharged particles produce ionlsation through

knocking of some charged particles in the medium. The charged particles baring

high energies produce nuclear reactions. The neutrons produce nuclear reactions

at a l l energies.

2. Interaction of photons with matter

There are three main processes which describe the interaction of X and

gamma rays with natter. They are » (1) Ptaotoelaotrio effect (2) Compton

effect and (5) fa ir production.

2.1 Photoelectric effect

In this process, a photon gives up a l l i t s energy (E) to a bound

electron which i s then ejected frcm the ataa with a kinetic energy (&,) equal

to the ensngr oftfae photon less thebinding energy (Bb) of the electron.

Ej - B - Bb

The probability of •jeotion of an electron t s maximum when the photon entrgy
i s just higher than the binding energy of the electron. The photosleotrio
erosseotlon varies with energy approximately as 1/E and mass absorption
coefficient varies approximately as Z where Z is the atonic number of ill*
medium.

2*2 Compton effect

Thi« prooetis Involves collision of a photon with an eleotron which It

regarded as free. Toe photon transfers some of i t s energy to the eleotron,

which reool ls , and the remainder of the energy appears as the energy of a

scattered photon* Since most of the materials have p. . ' loally equal number of

electrons per gram,, It follows that absorption by this process i s nearly equal



for a l l Materials. Hie total Compton cross-section varies very l i t t l e at low

energies of the photons and fa l l s off at higher energies. At low energies*

the Mattering is symmetrical about 90*, and as the photon energy increases,

the scattered energy tends moz» and aore in the forward direction.

2.3 Pair production

Pair production is the conversion of a photon into a pair of positive
and negative electrons in a nuclear f ie ld . Since the creation of the pair
requires a minimum energy of 1.02 MaV (which is twice the rest mass energy of
tht eleotron), unless the photon possesses at least 1*02 M»V, the process wil l
not take place Energy in exeess of 1.02 MeV is shared equally In Hie form of
kinetic energy by the pair formed. Ttio positive eleotron having lost Its
kinetic energy combines with a negative electron giving rise to annihilation
radiation normally in the form of two photons each with 0«51M»V moving in

opposite directions. Tho pair production increases rapidly with atomic number
2

as 2 per at cm.

2*4 Photonuc tear reactions

In tW# process, tihe photon interaota with nucleus of an atom, whioh

subsequently emits energy usually in the form of neutrons or protcne Ibm effect,

sets in at thresholds of a few MeV, rises to a maximum at 12-24 »»v and f a l l s

of rapidly at higher energies. It rarely amounts to more than % of the

total attenuation cross section.

9Be + T - 8Be + 1 n

12C + y- - 11C + In

16O + y - 15O + In

2*5 Combined effect

In oase of eleotromagnetlo radiation, the absorption of radiation

follows an exponential law, whioh can be written as t

I - Io e l "

where lo is the intensity of the Incident bosm, I is the intensity emerging
out after traversing thickness X of the material and /i is known as linear



attenuation, ooefflolent If Hie absorber thickness la measured In centimeters.
If It la in g/em , then tbe absorption coefficient Is called the maaa atte-
nuation coefficient.

The attenuating properties of matter vary systematically with the atonic
umber of the absorber and with the enargjr of tha gamma radiation aa shown In
the Fig. 1 below . At lower energies, toe phoiseleotrio effect dominates, where-
aa at higher energies, the absorption coefficient inoreaaea due to pair production.

£ 06

I
< 005

005 0-1 05 I 5 10

Encniy, MoV

Curves illustrating the systematic variation of attenuation coefficient with
atomic number of absorber and with quuniuir energy.

2.6 Charged particle equilibrium

When tha photons interaot with a nediun at different depths, secondary
electrons am generated* The eleotrons generated at the surface of the
aedlun, travel through the medium, get scattered and finally they are attenu-
ated at a certain depth which ia called the range of tbe a leotrons. i t this
point, the electrons generated from all depths starting froa surface, deposit
energy. Ibis energy increases from the surfaoe to the point of maxima
rang* of to* *l*otron. The increase in energy la oalled build-up and the maxi-

•nergy point la called point of charged particle equilibrium Bar*



the total kinetio energy of the electron* entering i s equal to the BUB of

kinetic energy of the eleotrans leaving the point. This equilibrium thlekneaa

depends on the energy of the photon and the atonic number of the medium. The

tbioknees at which dose maximum occurs la generally less than the maximal

range of the electrons. The Fig. 2 shorn the relative dose in 0.6 mm

thick FBC solution at different build-up thicknesses of perspex using normal

and 50* Incident beam from a cobalt-60 tele therapy machine. The dose la

higher for angular incidence of the beam because sore of the compton electrons

are scattered in the backward direction. In a dosimeter having thin plastic

wallsi the dose increases as the thickness of the dosimeter increases and

the maximum dose i s reached only after the charged particle equilibrium as

shown in the Fig. 3-

3» Charged particle Interactions

3.1 lonlzation and excitation

Interaction between the electric fields of a oharged particle and the

orbital electrons of the absorbing medium leads to electronic exoltatlon and

lonlzation. The energy gained by the atomic electron Is proportional to 1/B,

where S ie the energy of the oharged particle. In many ionizing c o l l i s i o n ,

only one ion pair i s produced In other oases, the ejected electron may hare

sufficient kinetic energy to produce a small cluster of several lonlzationci

and in a snail proportion of the collisions the ejected electron may receive

a considerable amount of energy, enough to cause i t to travel a long distance

to leave a tra i l of ionizatione. Suoh an electron, whose kinetio energy

be of -the order of 1 M»V, Is called a delta ray.

3*2 Speciflo ionlzatlcn

Specific ionlzation Is the number of ion pairs formed per unit dlatanoe

travelled by a charged particle. The specific ionication i s very high for

alpha particles, i t i s relatively high for low energy betas; and decreases

rapidly as the beta particle energy inoreases.

3*3 Linear energy transfer

The linear rate^energy absorption by the absorbing medium 1B called

the linear energy transfer (l£T). The LET 1B high fsr alpha particles and Ion



P«r*pn, mm

Fto. X Rebtive dote i t different buiM-up thiduieMet of
Penpex Curve A, O, 0° (10 x 10an1): curve B, x, 0°

(20 x 20 cm2); curve C. • , 5W (20 x 20cm1).
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FIG.3. Bfftct of dose meter thickness In 1 mm thick Perspex containers on III response to
cobalt-60 gamma radiation.



for betas.

3.4 Stopping power

The energy last (dS) par unit dletanea in a aadiua by a charged parti-
cle of energy (B) Is oallad linear stopping power (S) of the Mdiua for the
partiole.

S - dB/dl

The mass atopping powera are derived by dividing the linear atopping powere
by the density, f of the aadiua. The linear atopping power ia proportiontf.
to density and the aaea stopping power ia Independent of density. For vary
low energy electrons, the atopping poner for different aateriala having tb*
sane density aay be different. The stopping power of electrons having an
energy less than 1 ke7 is about 40)6 lower in water than In polyethylene,
perspex and polystyrene aa ah own In th» table below.

Stopping power of some low atomic nuaber materials for low energy electront

Electron
energy
(eV)

100

200

400

800

2000
4000

10000

Polyethylene

4.39

3.61

2.47
1.59
0.827
0.484
0.228

Stopping power (*V/A*)
'•«eia)e)«ai«*HiB)liaaalBni*Biai*«a'4'n^wa««aiaiai*i

Perspex

4-23

3.84

2.70
1.76

0.944
O.562
0.269

Polystyrene

4.24

3>48

2.44
1.60
O.848
0.502
0.238

Water

2.55

2.45

1.90
1.40
0.820

0.497
0.250

3.5 Bramsstrahlunff
BremBstrahlung are X-rays that are emitted when high - speed charged

particles suffer rapid acceleration. Whan a beta partiole paa«2*a close to a
nucleus, the strong attractive ooulonb force causes the beta partiole to
deviate sharply from Its original path. The ohange in direotion i s due to
radial acceleration and the beta partiole loeea energy by elaotroaagnetio



radiation at a rate proportional to the square of the acceleration. The
bremsstrahlung photons have a continuous energy distribution that ranges
downward fro* a theoretical naxlmun equal to the kinetic energy ot the beta
particle.
5.6 Electron aoaiter

fig, 4Tfee electron scatter greatly influences the dose at any point,
below shows the average dose received by dosimeters of different
wban they art supported In air by thin sellotape at a distance of 4 oa from a
90Sr souroe. This plot shows that Initially the dose builds up due to scatter
effects t then it falls due to attenuation and dilution. The aaoa figure shea*
siailar Measurements when about 1 cm perspex backsoatter la presided for all tha
thicknesses of the solution. In this caae the Initial dose is r»ry high and
It than falls as the thickness of the solution lnoraases. There la no build-
up as observed in the absence of baokscatter. When a soatter is present on the
sides of the dos luster, the dose is higher.

FULLWCKSCArTER

. NO SIDE SCATTER

SOLUTION THICKNESS,mm

Fio.4 Average dose lo different thicknesses nf tin-
elcr with and without scnitcrci

3.7 Interface effects

is shown in 3.5. the stopping power of different aedla for lew
energy electrons nay differ considerably even when their- densities are
nearly equal* Since the soattered electrons are of very lew energy, the



differences in stopping powers 01 two media say give riseto interface probleaa.

The table below gives the mean absorbed dose in 0.13 mm Li? - Teflon doslae-

ters in different media in relation to the absorbed dose la teflon when

Irradiated with caesium gamma rays. A stack of three dosimeters was irradla*.

ted simultaneously. The stacks vsre perpendicular to the bean in different

aedla and kept beyond the build-up region. In polystyrene the mean absorbed

doee in the dosimeters in the stack decreases with depth, but increases in

nedla of higher atomic number than the dosimeter. The absorbed dose variation

increases with the difference in atomic number between medium and the dosimeter.

Mian absorbed dose In 0.13 mm LiF-Teflon dosimeters in different media in

relation to the absorbed dose in tofIon

SOB luster

1 1.031 0.944 0.857 0.960 1.588

2 1.010 0.983 0.990 1.137 1.717

3 0.967 1.047 i.205 1.450 2.144

4. Interaction of neutrons

Neutrons are usually classified aooording to thslr energies.

1. Thermal 0 - 0. 5 eV

2. Slow 0.5 - 100 eV

3. Intermediate 100 eV - 20 keV

4. Fast > 20 keT

Neutrons being uncharged particles do not produce any direot ionlzation

or excitation, but take part in nuclear reactions. Generally, fast neutrons

lose ewergy by colliding elaatioally w i * atoms i n their environment, and then,

after being slowed down to thermal or near thermal energies, they are

captured by nuclei of the absorbing material* The energy transfer Is greatest

when the aass of the struok axicleus i s least, and this -i---KX<cB for the proton.

A neutron may be momentarily captured by a nucleus and them be emitted with



dialnished energy leaving the nucleus in an exoited state* The nucleus as?

then return to its ground state by emission of a ̂ -r«y. One example is
1*O (a, a )16O * with the 16O» subsequently emitting a 6.1 lfeT gamma ray.
the word inelastic is usually reserved for reactions in *hleh a neutron is the
produot as mi l as the inoident particle.

If the particle latmltiig from the Interactions is not a neutron, the

descriptive term used is often none las t i c Thus 0 (a, << ) C falls In

this category. The anal neutrons, that is those in thermal equilibrium with

matter, with an energy of about 0.025 eV, ars captured by nuclei. Some impor-

tant capture reactions are t

1H + n - h + r

10B + n - 7L1 •

£d + n • Cd + f"
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KtBKElH'.ARY RADIATION CHEMISTRY

1. Introduction

Red J i t ion chemistry i s defined as the study of chemical

a f f e c t s produced in a system when i t i s exposed to high energy i o n i s i n g

radiation.

The types of radiations which are encountered in the study

of radiation effects ares X-rays, gamma rays, alpha and p particles, high

energy electrons, neutrons, deuterons and protons. Table 1 gives the

summary of the interaction of various radiations with matter. All these

processes lead to the diesinetion of energy by Ionizing radiation in the

system exposed. The energy deposited In this way results In the formation

of ionization and excitation in the syp+em.

Table 1« Interaction of various radiations with matter

Radiation

i ' r
Electromagnetic Particle

x, V <=*»'
Photoelectric effect,
Compton scattering, —
Pair production n

( , ) , (n,p) Excitation
(n,«; ), (n,2n) Ionlsatlon
fission

The overall process of producing chemical transformations by

the use of high energy radiation starts with the bombardment of a material

system by radiation and terminates with the reeetablishsent of the

thermodynamic equilibrium. This process can be divided into three stages as

shown In Table 2 which also gives the time scale of events in radiation

effects.
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Table 2. Kinetics of radiation chemical transformation*

t i t

• i i

Physical stage Phyaicoehemlcal stage Chemical Stag*
(energy deposition) (Radical formation, (Diffusion and chemic*l

Hydrotlon of electrons reactions chemical
Thermal equilibrium) equil ibria)

10""s«c 10"nsec to"9seo onward*

The primary reactive species formed in the phyulcochemicai

•tag* present a specific spatial distribution which depends on the quality

of radiation used and the medium. Then they proceed to diffuse according

to macroscopic diffusion laws and to react with themselves or with specie*

already existing In the medium prior to irradiation. The products of these

reactions, may be enemieelly unstable and nartleioate in further reactions,

•one Of which may involve the primary nactive species. In moet of *be

eases, these primary reactive species are free radicals.

2. Radiation chemistry of water and aqueous solutions

Table 3 gives the summary of reactions taking placa during:

the radiolysis of water. The action of ionizing radiation on water result*

In the formation of ions and excited states close to Its path or track. The

electrons so formed have sufficient energy to ionize a few other molecule*

of water. The clusters of ions thus produced are called 'spurs'. A few

other molecules of water, located a l i t t l e further away, become excited.

The secondary electron, after losing it* energy 1* eolvated

•OB* distance away, forming a hydrated electron. The mother ion also reaot*

with water molecule producing an OH radical. The excited water molecule

•itber loses i ts energy or decomposes into H and CY radicals which subsequently

r*cc«blne to give water molecule as they are formed close together.

The H and OH radical* formed, react with each other in the**

region* where their concentration is high. When 1ET of the radiation lnor*****,

th* recombination of radicals among themselves become* «ore, leading to



decrease In radicals and an lnereaae in Hj and HLO. production. Baaed on

those said aboTe, tha overall equation for radiolyala cf water nay be written

aa
a" , H, OH, Hg, H ^

Table 3. Summary of reactions ai ted water

Reaction Rate constant
/ - 1 - 1 X
(M s e e ;

aq 2

H2O
++ HgO

H3O++ e "

V
H + H

OH + OH

H + OH

• • q + * - q
e " + H
«q

• : q
 + O H

• : , + v 4
H • OH"

OH

H + O2

*aq * °2
HO.

H + OH"

HO + OH

H3°
H2 + OH

H + OH

Hg +

H2 +

OH~

H + I

a

o" +

2OH

OH"

LO

H+

HO-

16.0

2.0 x 10
0.6 x 10!

2.0 x 10
0.6 x 10

,9

I

10

2.5 z 10

3.0 x 101

10

2.0 x 1010

1.8 x 107

pka . 11.9 + 0.2

2.0 x10 1 0

pk« - 4.5 + 0.2
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In acidic solutions the h yd rated elections are converted to
hydrogen atoms. In alkaline solutions, hydrogen atoms are converted to
hydrated electrons and there is ionization of OH radicals.

When oxygen is present in the solution, H and A react Ttrjr
fast with i t . In neutral and alkaline solutions HOg also ionizes. The
yield of primary radical and molecular products depend on pH of the solution.

In aqueous solutions, the primary species either interact
among themselves or with the dissolved solute as mentioned earlier. The
reactions of primary species with solutes ere ( i ) oxidation (2) reduction
(3) addition (4) abstraction (5) electron transfer. The reactions with the
organic solutes are addition, abstraction and electron transfer, whereas
reactions with inorganic solutes are generally oxidation-reduction. The
ini t ia l products from the reaction of primary rediolytic species with dissolved
solutes may further undergo various types of reactions depending upon the type
of the system being Irradiate?!. These reactions may be different in the
presence and absence of oxygen.

3. Effect of ionizlnc; radiation on plastics

Plastics like polyethylene, polystyrene, polypropylene,

perspex, teflon and polyvinylchloride are often used as irradiation container*

for chemical dosimeters, while perspex, JVC are also being used as high level

dosimeters. Plastics are nrnde frore Do1ymera es their starting substance.

Irradiation of high twlymers produces following general reactions.

(1) Formation of ionized molecule©
(2) Formation of excited molecules
(5) Direct decomposition of ionized molecules
(4) Formation of free radicals as a result of decomposition

of excited molecules.

Chemical reactions

The free radicals can produce a variety of reactions
(1) Gas liberation

(2) Formation and disappearance of double bonds
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(3) Exchange reactions
(4) Migration of the free electron
(5) Cross-linking
(6) Degradation
(7) Oxidation

Croaa linking

It is the process where two separate chains of polymer bscoM

linked together into a single nuleeule. The process Is initiated through the

formation of a free radical. Usually cross linking is acooapanled by

liberation c* gas like H^. When the polymer Is made from halogenated monoaer

e.g. JVC, the gas evolved is HCl. During this process conjugated double bond*

•ay be formed.

Dearadat ion

In this process breaking of polymer chains, without any

subsequent rejoining of broken ends takes place on irradiation^ Plastics Ilk*

perspex undergo degradation on irradiation.

Physical changes

The profound chemical changes observed In polymers under the

incluence of radiation result in very substantial changes of the following

physical properties of ths material

(1) Crystellinity

(2) Specific gravity

(5) Coefficient of thermal expansion

(4) Modulus of elasticity
(5) Specific conductivity
(6) Permeability to gases
(7) Viscosity

(8) Solubility in solvents

4» Effect of Ioniaing radiation on solids

4.1 Organic solids

Organic solids particularly aaecharidee like glucose monohydrate,

•annoae «nd aminoacide like alanlna, glutamlne are used for high level
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doslaetry. For alanine ESR and for glucose, mannose, glutamine, lyolumine-
aoeoce Is used as a technique for dose estimation. Action of ionising
radiation en the above organic substances results in the formation or free
radicals, subsequent reactions of which are utilized for dose estimation.

Radicals are generally formed as a result of radlloysis with

dissociation of molecular cations and also as a consequence of ion molecule

reactions. Radicals formed by the abstraction of e hydrogen atom from the

molecule »r» then trapned in the solid for relatively longer times,

particularly at a lower temperature*

HH+ + RH - R + Rl£

Other processes which also produce radicals in Irradiated

solids are reactions between slow electrons and molecules.

(1) Single electron capture

A + e" m A"

and (2) dissociative* capture

RX + s~ - R. + X

Radicals are also formed as a result of dissociation of
•xciated molecules produced in the wake of an ionising particle, although
this process is less l ikely in solids than in gaseous state . The radicals
and radical pairs are nonunlformly distributed through the medium and their
density is related to the LEI of the ionizing particles. In alanine among
tns radical specie? generated by irradiation, the radical CH--CH-COOH la
predominant at room temperature.

4*2 Inorganic solids

4.2.1 Alkali halides

When exposed to Ionizing radiation, crystals of alkali
halides develop point defects, which can be detected optically by measuring
light absorption In visible and u.v. portions of the spectrum. The -iefeote
can be

(1) Vacancies

(2) intersticial atoms
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(3) Impurity atoms

(4) collisions resulting substitutions of atoms
(5) thermal eoura and result ins thermal dislocation

(6^ Ionising effects.

However, as far as the mechanism of radiation chemical

processes in gamma and electron irradiated single bodies mr» concerned, It Is

the ionising effects which are the most Important, producing different type*

of colour centres like P centre and V centre. The properties of alkali

balides, like colouration on irradiation and exhibition of lyoluminescence on

subsequent dissolution in water, can be explained on the bsele of formation

of P and V centres.

4.2.2 Thermolumineacent phosphor

When a thermoluminescsnt Dhosohor 19 exposed to ionizing
radiation, due to lonlzstlon effect many of the freed electrons (or holes)
become trenped at latt ice Imperfection In the crystalline solid. Thp*<»
imperfections are associated with the trace Impurities present in the phosphor.
The electrons (or holes) remain trapped for a long period, when stored at rooa
temperature. If the temperature is raised the probability of escape Increases
and a fraction of electrons (or holee) are reissued from traps, subsequently
returning to stable etate with the emission of l%ht.
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RADIATICN PHOCBSSBIO

Interaction of Ionizing radiation with matter leads to energy-

deposition i n the material being irradiated. This energy bring* about

physical and chemical changes. These changes are used for various appl i -

ca t ions . The u t i l i t y of the radiation depends onthe useful penetration *f

the radiation in the absorber. The 10 MeV electrons ca» be wed to process

a 3 cm thickness of unit density material by irradiat ion from one s ide ;

e lectrons with energies of a few hundred keV can be used to process only-

coat ings , thin f i lms, and foamed p l a s t i c s ; electrons with intemediate

energies are used to irradiate p l a s t i c sheets and tubing, insulated wire, e t c .

The ĝammas are used moat e f fec t ive ly and e f f i c i e n t l y for the processing of

thick products such, as in the radiat ion s t e r i l i z a t i o n of caseB of dispensable

biomedical suppl ies , food irradiat ion, the curing of thick wood-plastic

composites, e t c . The various applications of ionizing radiation in processing

are given be lew in br ie f .

1. Radiation steril ization

Radiation sterilization using gamma radiation from radioisotopss

is a vary efficient and convenient method for steril izing a variety of

medical supplies. The reasons for the success of radiation steril ization

are as follows :

1. Outstanding reliability

2. Inherent simplicity

3. Continuous steril ization process

4» Applicability to the steri l ization of single use medical products
5. Freedom in selection of product and packaging materials
6. High degree of steri l i ty assurance

Badi«ti*n steril ization is a simple and safe prooess, involving

exposure of products to gamma radiation from a cobalt-60 source for

a predetermined time so as to receive a prescribed minimum dose of 25 kOy.

In a fully automatic system, a l l products are exposed to identical condition;

the reliabil ity of the system is therefore superior to that of any other

method of steri l ization.
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Once it is proven that a certain dose reliably sterilizes a

product, there is no need for sterility testing or biological indicators.

All that is needed is a good physical or chemical dosimetry (System to assure

the proper sterilizing conditions.

2. Food irradiation

An enormous amount of research and development effort in many pa. . •

of the world has established the technical feasibility of food irradiation

and has pointed to its merits over the available methods. The potentialities

for radiation preservation of food are immense since i t san help to achieve

a number of objectives such as:

(1) Radappertization - irradiation with a sterilizing doee (30-50 kOy)

(?) Hadicidation or radurization - irradiation with a pasteurizing doss

(1-10 kGy)

(3) Insoet flisinfestation (less than 1 kC )

(4) 8Prout inhibition, delayed ripening (100 Gy).

(5) ImprovedIbod quality

(6) Anisnal feeds

The benefits of the process include:

1. Low energy consumption

2. An environmentally clean process

3 . Seduction of the use of food additives, furaigante and pestioides

4. A reliable process

5« Simplicity in irradiator operation

Gamma processing has been commercially implemented on a snail

scale to dfte. Factors which have inhibited worldwide comma rdiel implemen-

tation of the process include:

1. The absence of regulations

2. 'ihe low energy cost of traditional processes

3. The unavailability of speoifio packaging materials

4. The acceptability of fumigante and pesticides.

Ths Codex Alimntarius Commission, & joint committee of the FAO and

WHO baa formulated recommendations which shoulci faci l i tate international
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trade* Most countries have worked out their own laws. Independently. Over 40

different food products have been cleared In more than 25 countries.

3 . Radiation treatment of sewage sludge

The Irradiation with gamma rays or energised electrons Is a very

affective net hod for rendering sewage and sludge harmless.

The radiation dose required for sewage and sludge disinfection is

Bet by the degree of hygienisation desired. Recommended radiation do3e for

achieving satisfactory level of disinfection is j

a) Sewage effluents and waste waters - 0.5 kGy

b) Liquid digested sludge - 3 to 4 kOy

0) Dried sludge - 10 kGy

Gamma rays are highly penetrating and hence enable processing of

materials In bulk. However, garima sources have limited intensity or power

content. The main disadvantage of the radiation treatment of sewage sludge with

cobalt-60 gamma rays is the steady decay of the source. Under these circumstances

It wil l be difficult to adjust the sewage sludge volume of a sewage plant to

the radiation capacity. The energised electrons, though weakly penetrating in

natter, can be obtained at very high intensity levels from machine sources.

JTurther, machine sources offer a greater feasibi l i ty in operation.

4, Radiation treatment of combustion

In many countries, Increased air pollution has been a serious problem.
Major sources of the pollution are combustion gases from Industrial plants,
such as power stations, steel and chemical plants, and automobiles. Sulphur
dioxide and nitrogen oxides usually generated In the comb ret ion fuel oil
and coal with the operation of these plants are harmful to human beings and a l l
living things.

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute and the Ebara Mfg. Co. Ltd.,

have been working on the radiation treatment of gases. Prom 1973 through

1974 experiments were performed on both a batch - type reactor and on a 60

normal cubic metre per hour flowing gas stream apparatus. For the flowing gas

apparatus a heavy oi l combustion gas was utilized and Irradiated by a 15 Kff

Cockcroft-Watlon electron accelerator. Continuous removal of both nitrogen

oxides and sulphur dioxide was observed with approximately 80$ removal of
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nitrogen exldea and alaoet 100# reneval ef sulphur dioxide attained at

dosages of 26 k<fcr and 34.4 kQy respectively. A pilot plant at Ilppen 8t»el

Corporation W»rke at Wakamatsu, Japan successfully treated 10,000 neraal

eublo neties per hour of Iron ere sintering exhaust gas removing aere than

of the eulphur dioxide and mere than 80# ofthe nitrogen exldaa at a 10 k(Jy

electron dose* When the d»Bage was increased to 15 kOy, the aulphur dlaxlda

and nitrogen oxides removal efficiencies were maintained at lerela exceeding

95$ and 90f> respectively. A stoiohlometrlc amount of ammonia was added te DM

gat> stream, upstream of the point ef irradiation, to etablllze the by-prodittt*

5, Wood plastics

1>ie radiation production of wood plasiio composites or wood aoryllo
oorapositee is a very vlcble and commercial ir.duatry. A wood aoryllo oompoalt*
la the combination of native and i.idda.Ti i;eotaologyc Tlia wood structure offer*
Init ial hardness, i t provides a catrjuc for oontaining the plaatlo and la uagr
eases this matrix oontrlbutoe significantly te the aosthetloe of the final
produot. Wood selection is one nethoa of ocnt^-olllng the plaatio content ef
the tx*:-*! product since the openness of the col l otruoture Influences the
•mount of plastic and, he trie, the properties of the resulting oomposi te .
The plastlo strongly influence? the liardrtnco, the rear resiotanoe, the fir*
resistance, the rate of moisture transmittanoe, and finally the oelour ef the
product. The main requirement to obtaining a good woed plastic er wood
aoryllo Is a wood structure that 1B relatively epen.

For Baking the wood plastic, the wood is loaded Into a large Impregnation
Irradiation oanlster* A vacuum ef approximately 660 ma of •aroury la used te
remove the air from the pores. A nitrogen pressure then pushes the liquid
lmpregnant Into the c e l l structure. Depending on the end use, the irapregnant
In addition to the nonomer cent a ins a fira retardant, a oress-link Ing agent,
and a dye. After the pressure cycle, lmpregnant net woed la lowered inte an
irradiation pool and passes around A cobalt source.

6« Radiation polymerization and grafting

Radiation induced polymerisation and grafting are two Important

reaotlom In the prooeealng. Both free radical and ionic polymerisation

reactions oan be Initiated by radiation. A graft oopelymer oenslsts ef a
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polymeric backfcon# with lateral covalently linked side chains.

Both the backbone and the side chain polymers can be homopolymers or

eopolymers. In principle there are two main methodB of their synthesis.

(1) Two polymer chains of different types can be directly combined by a

croBS-linkirg reaction.

(2) A polymeric back gone can have active sites created onto i t mainly

free radicals, but they can be ions. These are either simultaneously or

consecutively reacted with a monomer or monomer mixture of different type to

grow the grafted side chains.

The vulcanization of rubber by radiation cross linking was f i rs t

reported in 1948. The tensile strength of radiation cured materials is within

10-15 ?S of that obtained with sulphur curing.

Expanded polyethylene resin (foam) can be produced by Irradiation

which has the following characteristics.

(1) Cross link ing can be performed in a very short time at room temperature.

(2) Required dose is comparatively low ana the Irradiation efficiency

is high.

(3) Accurate adjustment of crossllnking is easy.

The use of radiation in wire and cable manufacturing is generally

regarded as a typical exanple of i ts successful Industrial application..

Electric wires and cables to which radiation processing is applied can be

wlMalfladinto two groups t (1) fires with insulation for electric, electronic,

and appliance wiring, and (2) power cables with a comparatively thick insu-

lation and a large cross-seotional area.

7. Radiation processes for textiles

The possibilities of using radiation as a catalyst for chemical

reactions on textiles has intrigued researchers in this field for many years,

but practical applications have been elusive. Fabric coating, flocking,

bonding of ncn-wover fabrics and pigment prints, and fixation of flamo

mtardaatBare some of the most promising applications.

8. Coatlngo applications

The many technical advantages acsociated with the electron curing
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of adbeaivee in textile and film converting applications have bean apparent
for soiM time, however only a very limited number of commercial installations
have resulted. The best known of these is the Eleotrocure operation of the
Ford Motor Company. Here the use of electron initiated, high solids
coatings for interior automative parts became a commercial reality* The most
commercially significant developments in radiation curing are in the use of
ultraviolet radiation for the curing of inks - both in the graphic and metal
decomtion f ie lds . The free radical Initiated, addition polymerization systems
used with UV. are ohemLcally similar to those used for electron beam. The
enhanced stopping porer coupled with the decreased shielding required for low
energy electron processors (100 keV), permits the design of compact, self-
shielded structures for on-line industrial use.
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HIGH INTENSITY RADIATION SOURCES

1 . Gamma Facilities
1.1 Introduction

The radlolsotope most commonly used in the making of high intensity

cr> sources i s cobalt-60. It i s
59capture in a nuclear reactor from Co*

p g y
radlaticr> sources i s cobalt-60. It i s an isotope forned by thermal neutron

59C

59Co + n - ^Co + r

*C JL* «0N i + 2T

The oobalt-60 i s a beta emitter t-r.-i •;[>». eaioaiou of two gamma rays fro

having energy of 1.33 and 1.1V 5fc>V oaAined wltli a use fu l h a l f - l i f e of 5 .3

Bakes i t a useful radioieotope. Caoeiiaa-137 ie another useful radioicotope
235

which i e formed from the f i s s ion of 0 in a nuclear roaolor. Caesium-137
1 x*y

Is also primarily a beta "Fiivtar but iia daughter product Ba (half - l i f e
2*6 nin) i s a source of 0.66 &V gaums rays. Caesiun-137 has a half - l i f t of

30 years. Usually a Co uource is kept in the form of aetals lug, pel let or
137rod, and Cs is recrystallised caesium ohloride sa l t . They are doubly

encapsulated with stainless steel in the form of a pencil. A final source

assembly contains multiple pencils in a case or plaque with planar, oircular,

or other geometric oaifigenation.

The gamma lrradlator consists of a radioactive source housing,

•ouroe storage well and exposure mechanism, a conveyor system to transport

product into and out of the radiation field and a building which meets the

necessary shielding requirements and product handling f a c i l i t i e s .

The source storage and exposure mechanism depends on the spec if io

design of the fac i l i ty . The source storage can be a water pool, concrete

shielded c e l l or a lead container. The produot handling system may be a

conveyor bed type or an overhead monorail system. For vwement of the

oonveyor sh*ffle-and-direll as wall as continuous motions are used. la

continuous motion i t is necessary to synchronise the spend *>f a l l the conveying

•lamenti. A fine control of this Is difficult to achieve accurately In a
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continuous notion system. With tha snuff le-cmd-dwell system, tba oyllnder
la only required to work for less than 2 minutes in every hour* The doaa
oontzol la achieved by timing tha period at which th« box la not aeving,
and consequently, i f any oaring part apaada up ox a Iowa down, tte doaa wi l l
not ba appreciably affected*

In an lrradlator, tha Irradiation effiolanoy la daflnad aa tha

percentage of tha total amount of gamma radiation emitted fraa tha radiation

aouroa that la uaafully absorbed in the product* Tba ovar doe Ing ratio la

daflnad aa tha ratio of tba maxima to •tnlaun doaa In product box*

Some of tha oouncn types of irradlatora *re daaerlbad below in

brief,

1*2 Qamma ohambsr

A Oaona charter la a compact and aa If •contained Irradiation unit,

offering an irradiation volum» of a few hundred cubic cent lnvs tare • Adequate

ahielding la provided ao that tha radiation leakage outalde tha unit la

well below the maximum parmlealble dose level . Ho extra ehieldirg la

required for the installation of unit at users laboratory.

The main unit conslata of a source cage, biological ahield for the

aouroe and a central shaft incorporating sanple chamber* The source cage

holds the radiation source in an annular cylinder. The coaxial bole In the

oentre of the cage provide" space for irradiation chamber. The oage la

designed to hold 16/24 pencils containing cobalt-60 In the fora of pellata

or alugs. The lead ahleld surrounding the souroe cage serves the

dual purpose of a transport container axtd the biological shield. The central

•haft i s a stainless s tee l olad solid lead cylinder at the centre of wtiioh

tha sample • chamber in located. The purpose of lead f i l l ed central shaft

la to provide shielding during tha upward and down ward aoveaent of the

sample chamber. The sample chamber la raised or lowered by a wire rope

using a aystem of pulleya and a rotating drum. The drum i s rotated by

an elaotrio motor and self-locking reduction gear unit* Extreme upper

and lower p o s i t i o n of the sample ohanber are determined by microswitchea

which are fixed in appropriate poeiticna HO as to locate the sample chamber

exaotly in tha oentre of the souroe oage *ben i t la la extreme down position*
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1*3 B*toh Irradlator

tn a batch irradiator a certain number of product containers (boxes)

are acred around the gamna source In a shuffle-dnell conveyor aystea* Eton

container dwells for a predetermined irradiation tine in one position and is

then aoved over to the next position by a set of pneumatic aotuators.

After the required no. of such shuffles the whole batch of oontainer* are

reaoved and new batch of containers i s introduced for irradiation. In aot»

type of baton irradiators, the movement of product i s done manually when

•ouroe ie in off position. In a batch irradiator the produot hold up tia»

la minimised, but tine is lost between batches. The source storage shielding

i s normally provided by lo wring the source into a water pool, but In som»

irradiators the shielding is provided by lead flask as in PANBIT facil ity

designed by BARC. Shielding for irradiatfton chamber (biological shield)

is normally provided by concrete*

1.4 Continuous lrradi store

The ISOMED plant at BARS la a continuous Irradiation faci l i ty whlob

Is as»d for the radiation steril ization of aadical products. The products

to be steri l ized, packed in specified corrugated fibre board oar tens ax*

loaded on a ratchet type loading conveyor, which feeds then on to suspended

darriera by an automatic box transfer system. Sixty ttu^e such produot

box carriers, each containing five cart cos on Individual shelves a n taken

around the radiation source plaque in the irradiation c e l l by means of tbs

main ce l l conveyor, which i s of th» 4 + 4 pass type ' i . e . the product box

carriers make four passes on each side of the source plaque in the Irradia-

tion c e l l . The main ce l l conveyor employs a moving chain and fixed track

system to convey ths product box carriers in and around the oe l l . Eaoh

produot box i s conveyed around the source plaque in the irradiation oel l

five tines for coaplete irradiation of ttoproduct boxes and they are

discharged from the carriers into the quarantine area.

1.5 Pood Irradiators

Two types of Irradiators are used for food irradiation « ( i ) Portable
ox aval-portable units, and, (2) Fixed Irradiation f a o i l i t i e s . There ax*
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at least three basio Irradiation geometries which have been extensively

Investigated foe developing low-cost irradlators. They may be grouped as I

(1) Cylindrical source geometry - with products in oonoentrlo cylindrical

obaranels maxrsanitog the sonroe.

(2) Single-line source geometry - with products in slab geometry above and

below the souroe.

(3) Planar •• grid source geometry - with products above and below the

planar source - product flowing through the grids..

In a transportable aovlag - bed onion Irradiator designed by BiHC,

the radiation source consists of a single standard oompasite source unit.

The material to be irradiated is loaded from the top entry provided with a

Tlbrator feeder. The product gently fa l l s onto tha conveyor belt through the

•axe entry and i s carried ov*>r the source in the forward direotion. A 'T1

shaped wipe guides the material through ducts to the lower conveyor moving

In the opposite direction. After irradiation the material Is brought out

through the ducts and maze exit and co Hooted in gunny bags or sacks*

1*£ Teletherapy Isotope machine

Tele therapy isotope mechinos consist of a lead f i l led s tea l

oontainer, near the centre of which is placed the radioaotlve source, and *

devioe for bringing this source 1 Into a position opposite an opening In the

Bead so that the useful bean of radiation may emerge, At present only two

isotopes, oobalt-60 and oaesium-137, are used as radiation sources in

teletberspy machines. A number of methods for moving the source have been

need. This may be a heavy metal wheel with couroe mounted on i t whioh

may be rotated through 180* 'to carry the source from off position to

'on* position* In some meohinaa source mounted on a heavy metal drawee

sl ides horizontally from ' o f f to 'on' position. There are machines

where the source i s station»ry at the centre of the shielded source head

and the beam i s shut off by a set of heavy metal jaws which "«>ve -laterally

to intercept the beam* In a l l machines source automatically goes to the

' o f f position If the poner to the unit fails* The beam is controlled by

a oollimator so as to get desired size and shape f ie ld. Teletherapy

•aohlnes nay be stationary or rotational type.
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2. •laotron Beam Facilities

2.1 Introduction

In ohooslng an electron beam souro* for any process, the

required operating features and physical details cf the accelerator hart

to b» characterized, Energy and Intensity are the two factors which

govern the size of an accelerator. Tha required depth of cure and tha

allowable variation In cure (energy deposition) throughout the depth

establishes the operating energy (keV). Cure rate Is dependent upon

intensity. The caubtsed effect of theso tiro parameters related to ths

quantity of energy (deea) deposited in a unit valuae of naterial.

The power supply fe era of eight basic subsystems that comprise

an accelerator. Tn *!).'• J-ronteBt tt.-nse, tho ottwrs art; the electron

souroe, (circular or I'lieur), t,l» rccelcrafcion eeotlon (oerOBS which the.
ft 6terfflinal Toltage la applied), vacuum (1O~ to 10* T), beam dweep systta

(not required for the planar cat*td«)» output winiorr through which aooel«~

rated electrons Euat Jcrnvc-to to reach tna produot, atmosphere of the

curing sone, and the shielding (bousing) required to o on tain the X.rays

(BrsMtrahllung) generated by the electrons. All these systems oust be

properly Interfaced for any electron bean installation to perfora

reliably.

The voltage (electric f ield) which aooolerates the eleotrons i s

either 10 or HP in nature. RF fields a n en^loyed to achieve a psrtiol*

energy greater than about 4 MeV and high intensity. Typically, such fields

ax* inherent to electron linear accelerators (llnt.es), nicrotrons, e t c

Slice the industrial use of eleotrons Is predominantly less than 4 MeV,

the process naobines esploy DC voltages which result in system of ]*ss

ooaplexity.

Soae of the COEURCXE types of accelerators are described below

In brief.

2*2 linear aecelprfctor

The vachine op-;rE.tes l>y regulating nn A.C. input, modulating the

Input and feeding the resulting pulse to a micronavo power tubs* The

hlfb voltage is then applied to sn tv&o tated waveguide for electron

beam acceleration. This waveguide can bt extremsly long for very high



»rgy applications* Tha main drawback In using this type of equipment

i s tha buildup and scattering of x-rays and the effect of skyshins. This

Bakes tha radiation f ie ld intensity outside the shielding of high ponered

linaos diffioult and uncertain to predict.

2.3 Qynamltron

It i s manufactured in numerous configurations with various

voltages ranging from 300 kV to 4 W with ourrente to 100 mA. Tbo major

eosponent parts of a Ifcmamitron sn the pressure vessel assembly, B.F.

oscil lator, scan and control systems. In principle, the esoillator, la

conjunction with the high "Q" resonant circuit located within the pressure

Tassel, converts line Input power to high voltage R.F. poner.

Hie accelerator tube is directly connected to the high Toltaga

terminal and constructed froK alternate stainless s t ee l dynodas andglaas

insulators maintained under a high interim 1 vacuum, the dynodes are

oonneoted electrical ly by a series of resistor strings which ensure a unifoai

Moderating field along the length of the tuba. Internal protection la

provided by shaping the motal dynodes to provide shielding from x-ray

bombardment.

Electrons are produced from an electron gun mounted at the high

voltage end of the accelerator tube. By varying the filament current, the

beam current delivered by the accelerator may be increased or deoreased.

The beam e.rlsting from the tube anode i s a well-defined stream of eleotrona

ready for scanning.

Upon existing the accelerator tube, the eleotron beam la aoanned

to a preset length. This i s accomplished by submitting the beam to an

osoillating electromagnetic field in the upper eeotion of the scan ohamber.

Significant changes in design and construction have resulted as a

consequence of a continued program aimed at improved performance, rel iabil ity

and cost. In the l i s t below are earn of the results on thia developmantl

(1) Blectron beam power from single unit to 200 kW

(2) Beam current 100 mA at 1 H7, 70 ml 2 WT, 50 aA 4 MV
(3) Beam energy to 4.5 ifeV

(4) High e laotrioal conversion offioiency from power line to bean approaobing

50*.
(5) Pull miorcprooes8Or control of mobine and product process
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(6) High energy and beam currents available i a the future.
(7) Possibility of Brenastrahlung (X-ray) conversion systems.

2.4 Insulated core transformer (I.C.T.)

The I.C.T. Poner supply operates directly from a three phase A.C. supply

line at either 50 HZ »r 60 HZ. The ability of the power supply to withstand

discharge of the ful l terminal voltage to ground is assured by the use of

surge protection planes. The terminal voltage of the I.C.T. pener supply i s

connected to the cathode end of the acceleration tube. The acceleration tubs

is constructed sf glass ring inmilatorsplaced betiroen highly polished metal

electrodes. A uniform veltage gradient aleng the tube i s obtained through

the use of epoxy-encapsulated column resistors connecting each of the tube

electrodes in series. The electron be.-im originated fro a a tungsten filament

and i s both focusa&d and accelerated within the evacuated tube, reaching an

energy cerrespandlng to the output voltage of the power supply. After emer-

ging fraa the acceleration tube the electron bean enters tb& stainless steel

scan chamber where i t i s subjected to a varying electromagnetic fiold,

causing i t to be deflected at a fixed frequency. The beam then passes throng

a titanium window.

2.5 Medical accelerators

A number of different types of electron accelerators such as synch-

rotron, betatron, linac and mlcrotron have bean used for radiation therapy.

Of a l l tbesemaohines, the linac and the microtron have turned out to be the beat

suited for medical use. The principal radiation modality for treatment of

deep seated tumors is x-rays of very high energy an) penetrating power*

Such x-rays are oreated when high energy electrons are stopped in a target

material such as tungsten. Alternatively, the electrons themselves may be

used directly to treat more superficial cancers.

The linac is mounted in a GANTRY which rotates on a stand containing

electronic and other systems. The linac can be rotated into position about

the horizontal GANTRY AXIS for use- in treatment. The radiation bean emerging

from the COILIMATOH ia always directed through and centered on the gantry

axis* The BEAM CENTRAL AXIS intersects the gantry axis at a point in spae*

oalledthe ISOCENTER. In the majority of cases, the couch is positioned

so that the patients tumour is centered at the Isocenter. Usually, the
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patient lias supine or prom on the TREATMENT COOCH. The couch incorporate*

three linear motions an) a rotation motion about the is ©center to facil itate

positioning the patient for treatment. SIDE and CEILING USERS project small

dots on line* that intersect at the isooenter* These faci l i tate positioning

the patient in em Junction with reference marks, often tatoos, placed on lbs

patients skin. The DIGITAL POSITION INDICATORS display the treatment field

size together with eollimator and gantry rotation angles*

The miorotron i s an el&ci.ron accelerator which combines the principles

of the llnac and cyclotron* Electrons from an electron gun placed In a

oonstant magnetic f ield are injected into a microwave resonator. The

electron gains energy from the microwave cavity and describes circular orbits

of increasing radius in the magnetic f ie ld. The cavity voltage, frequency end

•agnet fields are BO artjuoted that after each transit through the cavity,

the electron gains sufficient energy ao '-but ito transit tine in the magnet

f ie ld increases by an intergral number of microwave cycles. Splitting the

•agnet into two nD" shaped pole pieces and separating them provides greater

f lex ib i l i ty in achieving cfficJont electron Injection and higher energy gain

per orbit through the use of multi-cavity soaelerating structure. This

configuration is called a racetrack mlcrotron.
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DOSB DISTHIBtJTIOBr I1T HIGH mTEHSIPT SOURCBS

1. Radiation sources

For Industrial uses there are different types of radiation

sources ava i lab le . A Cobalt-60 plant cons i s t s of the source, the b io logical

s h i l d , and the product conveyor or txansfsr mechanism (connected with ths

source In the obvious requirement for source replenishment and s torage) .

These plants are generally e i t h e r automatic (continuous product f low) or

battah. An alternate choice to oobalt-60 Is high energy e lectron accelerators .

The choice can be further divided depending upon the product th ickness , to

e i t h e r d . c . generators or l inear accelerators . In both oases , one has an

electron gun, accelerat ion tube and a scanning device to spread the electrons

over the desired target area. Today 3 MeV accelerators are avai lable which

can produce copious supplies of X"1*^8* These 3 HeV^-raye are very s imilar

in pen«tratin«r chareeter is t ieo to tbe gamria rays from cobalt -60 .

2, Pose variation

The dose at any point away from the electromagnetic radiation

source f a l l s inversely proportional t o the square of the distance of the point

from tiie radiation source. Therefore* when a large volume sample i s i rrad ia -

t e d , d i f ferent parts of the sample are exposed to dif ferent smounts of

radiat ion. In addition to t h i s , the radiation beam whils passing through the

•ample l o s e s energy and consequently there i s an attenuation o f the beam.

The attenuation depends on the type and energy of radiat ion, and a lso on

•ample thickness and i t s composition. The Flg.1 snows the penetration as a

function of energy for electrons and photons of 3 MeV in unit density materia ls .

Similar graph i s shown for cobalt-60 gamma rays in F ig .2 . Though th is graph

shows depth dose data for a teletherapy machine., the values for a processing

plent w i l l a l so be s imi lar .

3» Source geometries

In order to overcome the d i f f i c u l t i e s of dose variations to

dif ferent parts of a sample due to i t s s i z e , various source geometries are

used. Host pract ical extended source geometries are fabricated using the l i n e

source as the basic element. Of these» only the slab source end the c y l i n d r i -

ca l source are commonly used in irraaiator design.
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The rectangular slab source la the moat commonly uaed
geometry in large-scale production irradiation (ieomed) for the following
reasons t ( i ) It i s beat suited to the irradiation of targets having
rectangular shapes such as packaged products, (2) It enables one to assemble
extended sources containing laige quantities of radioiaotope in s reasonable
erficlent geometry, (3) It permits the use of source dose shaping techniques,
i . e . Increasing the source strength and the dose-rate in the vicinity of the
low dose regions of the target.

She other source geometry which la used frequently in garnaa

irradiators is the cylindrical source (Gamma cnambers). These geometries

are most often used when the reauirenents of the irradiation cal l for.very

good dose uniformities to be delivered to relatively email target volumes.

In these cases irradiations are performed inside the cylinder with the source

material surrounding the tazget. Hollow cylindrical sources are alao uaed

in applications where l ine sources are desirable but limited in respect to

the source strength.

4 . Pose distribution

In moat of the bulk irradiator systems, regardless of the
type or any other geometric or mechanical considerations, the following
statement holds good. The maximum absorbed dose point or points wil l always
occur in one of the outside planes or surface of the target which, during
aome phase of the radiation cycle, are oriented parallel to the plane of the
source,When the target is irradiated eoually from two sides, the minimum
absorbed dose point or points wil l always occur in the middle plane of the
target (relative to depth), i . e . in the case of four sided irradiation tne
minimum dose wil l l i e along the centerline of the target, i . e . the lint
which la parallel to tie source and perpendicular to the directions of
notion of the target. These statements are true in most cases aa long aa
the target i s thick and receives two or four - sided irradiation. They are
true even in the following situations « (1) when the target is not homogeneous
In composition; (2) when the source activity or material is not uniformly
distributed.



The noticeably exceptional case can arise in the caa« of two

sided irradiation, when the target i s not irradiated equally from both aide*

and the doses on the outside surface differ by more than 10 to 15jf. However*

lrradlatora are nearly always designed to deliver equal doses to the outside

planes. Q
In gamma chamber 900, the source case holda the radiation

sources In an annular cylinder. The coaxial hole in the centre ot the cage
provides apace (1000 cc) for the irradiation chamber. The cage la designed
to hold 18/24 pencils containing cobalt-60 in the form of pellets or alumi-
nium clad slugs. As we move from the centre of irradiation volume towards
to source sides, the dose increases. Similarly, as we move from the centra
of irradiation volume towards lower or up^er position, the dose decreases*
This Is mainly due to the geometrical anatige-.nen4. o£ source pencils. The
actual variation may depend on the also end composition of the material
irradiated. Therefore proper dosimetry ia very essential.

FIG.3

T.SOMED PLANT LAY OUT



In bigger irradlators like PAKBIT and leaned the dose uni-
formity ie achieved by irradiating the natarlfil from both aides. In leomed,
the oontainer passes each side of the eource four tlsea ( f i g . j ) . Tive euoh
passes through the ce l l ensure a uniformity of dose to tte products.
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RADIATION

1. Curie

In 1896, Henri Becquerel discovered radioactivity. later
Pierre and Marie Curie did extensive work on this phenomenon and in 1902
separated radium from pitchblende. A familiar unit of radioactivity la the
ourie. Originally the term referred to the quantity or radon in equilibrium
with one gram of radium. Later i t came to be used as a unit of disintegra-
tion rate for any radioactive preparation which undergoes the same number
of disintegrations per second as one gram of pure radium. With this defi-
nition the value of the curie varied with successive refinements in the
measurement of the decay constant or atomic weipht of radium. In 1950 •
Joint Commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
and the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics adopted the following
definition : "The curie is a unit of radioactivity defined as the quantity
of any radioactive nuclide in which the number of disintegrations per second
is 3.700 x 10 ^'. The millicurie (mCi) and the microcurie(uCi) are practical
units also in common use, and the mega curie finds use in reactor technology.

226
Atomic weight of 8QRa - 226.1

226
Half l i f e or " *a • 1622 y«ars

Bo

222Half l i f e of ggRn « 3.825 daya

2 2 6 6.025 x 102 3! 0.693
Disintegrations per second of one gram

226.1x1622x365x24x60x60

- 3.7 x 1010

2 . Roentgen

In the study of chemical and biological effects of radiation,
• quantitative measure of radiation energy absorption (usually called the
dose) i s required. Most frequently the dose is inferred from a measurement
of total ionization produced (exposure) in a given volume of air or other
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arterial. She moat frequently used unit of radiation exposure ia the
roentgen or S unit, which Is defined ae "that quantity of X or i radiation
auch that the associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293 f of air produce**
in air, ions carrying 1 esu of qunntity of electricity of either sign".
0.001293 g ia the weight or 1 en of dry air at 0°C and 760 • • pressure.

Ion pa Ire produced per g of air - — — — — — — - T T
by 1 B 0.001293 x 4.803 x 10

12- 1.61 x 10

Blectronio charge • 4.803 x 10 e.a.u.

The energy acquired by an electron when i t fa l l s through a

potential difference of 1 volt ia called electron volt , in average of 34

eV energy la required to produce one ion pair In air. One eV la equal to

1.6 x 10"12 erg.

The amount of energy deposited by one roentgen in one gram

of air > 1.61 x 1012x 34x1.6x1O~12

• 87.7 arge.

The limitations of the unit roentgen are that It la valid

only for (a) air as medium (b) X-sad gamma rays, and (o) photon energy leas

than 3 *eV.

3. M.
The doae from any ionising radiation ia the energy Imparted •

to matter by ionising particles per unit mass of the irradiated material at
the place of Interest. The unit of doae is red (Radiation Absorbed Sose)<
One red is equal to 100 eigs/gm of any irradiated material.

The advantages in using the concept of dose are that It la
valid for t (•) any medium (b) a l l types of rad 1st ions, and (c) a l l energies.

The difference between exposure and dose la that while

exposure refers to the energy Incident, dose refers to the enezgy absorbed.

If the exposurs s t a point 1B known then the doae to any
material at that point can be calculated.
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D , m 0.877 x R
air

D . ia the dose (rads) In air for an expoeure-of R
air

roentgens at that point.

Dmed " °'8 7 7 x *.<&»/? Wd/ty/p) air_7

- f x R rads

D . is the dose (rads) in the medium ror an exposure of R roentgene at
Died

that point. ( p/p) med and ( U/D) air are mass absorption coefficients for

the medium and air respectively* f is the ratio..of the two mess absorption

coefficients, for water and air, the f factor is 0.965, which means that

•n exposure of one roentgen gives a dose of 0.965 red to water at that point.

4. Ban

The biological damage produced by the seme red dose of

different types of radiations is not the some. In order to account for this

a factor has been introduced known aa the Rolative Biological Effectiveness

(RBE). RBE of a given radiation was defined as the ratio of the dose

required by irradiation with 250 kV X-rays to produce a certain biological

effect to the dose renulred by irradiation with the radiation under conside-

ration to produce the same biological effect. The RBE values for different

types of radiation, to be used for protection purposes are given belowt

Radiation RBE

X-rays, gamma rays and electrons 1

Fast neutrons, protons and alpha particles 10

h avy recoil nuclei 20

Ultimately to express the dose incorporating the RBE value

a new unit 'rem1 (roentgen equivalent man) has been defined and it i s "that

amount of any radiation which produces the same biological damage as on*

roentfgen of X or gamma radiation.

Dose in rem « Dose in rads x RBE

RPT5 is a function of not only the linear energy transfer

(LET) of the radiation, it also depends on exposure conditions end the
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biological end point. Thereforei for radiation protection "dosa equivalent"

(BS) ie used which i s defined as ths product of absorbed dose D, quality

factor (QF)» dose distribution factor (UP), and other necessary modifying

factors•

DE . I x UP x DJ rem

Q? i s a LET dependent factor and i s numerically same es BBE above. DF

expresses the modification of biological effect due to non-uniform distribu-

tion of internally deposited radlonuclIdes.

5. SI Units

ICRU has accepted the International System of Unite (SI

units) in principle and has recommended that the special units of radiation

such as curie, roentgen, red and rem be replaced gradually by SI Units. The

commission has also recommended the use of SI units jointly along with the

special radiation units Init ia l ly in a l l records.

( i ) The 8T unit of activity is becquerel

1 disintegration per aecond

1 Ci • 3.7 x 1O1°Bq or 1 Bq « 2.7P5 x 10"11Ci

(2) The SI unit of exposure i s coulomb per kilogram and no

name has been recommended tor th is .

1 coulomb / kg - 3876 R or 1 E • 2.58 x 10 coulomb/leg.

(3) The SI unit ot dose i s joule per kilogram and it i s

called grey (<?y)

1 gray » 1 jouleAg

1 Oy m 100 red, or 1 rad a 0.01 Oy.

{4) The SI unit of doae eouivnient Is Sievert

1 Sievert • 1

1 rem • 0.01 Sv
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DOSIMETRY HJIRCIEEES

1. Introduction

Different types of dosimeters l ike gaseous ionisat ion

chambers, th in f i l m s , so l ids and l iquids are In use In radiat ion dosloetry.

There i s a considerable variat ion In t h e i r alee and composition. i l * o ,

several wall materials having varying thicknesses are used to contain the

dosimeters. Though the influence of variat ion in composition on the response

of the dosimeter i s well known, very l e s s a t tent ion i s given to the interface

e f f e c t s due to variat ion in thickness and composition of the dosimeter and

i t s wall material .

2 . Pose computation in a medium

The dose in a medium i s measured by replacing the medium by a

dosimeter. If both systems are in e lectronic equilibrium with t h e i r surroun-

dings , the doses 0 and Dfl in medium end the dosimeter respect ive ly i s g i v e s

by the equation!

T> = D.
m d ( uen/q, \

where ( uen/<^ ) amd ( uen/(> ). are the mass absorption coefficients of the

medium, m, and the dosimeter, d, respectively, Jbr reliable doslmetry,

dosimeter should be chosen such that i t has the same atomic composition m»

the material to be irradiated.

3. Energy deposition

When a dosimeter is Imbedded in a material to be irradiated

by gamma radiation, it receives trie dose from t

( i ) photo and cempton electrone generated in the material

from the direction of the source (build-up)

( i i ) electrons produced inside the dosimeter

( i l l ) electrons scattered in the material surrounding the

dosimeter (beckscatter)

(iv) electrons produced by scattered gammas.
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The relative contribution by each of these components wil l
depend upon the thickness end composition of the dosimeter and Its surround-
ings. The small volume ionizatlon chambers are based on cavity theory and
the lonizution la mostly produced by the electrons generated in the material
surrounding the air cavity. The thickness of this material should be
sufficient to provide buildup «nd backscatter (electronic equilibrium). For
this electronic equilibrium, the thickness of the unit density material
should be more than 5 mm for cobalt-60 gamma irradiations. Olass containers
should have a wall of more than 1.5 mm thickness. In doelmeters like thin
films i tht energy deposited i s partly due to the interaction of photons
within the film and pertly outside the film. ?h« same apnllee to thin layers
of other liquid an) solid dosimeters, "hen +h» thickneBS of the dosimeter Is
more than the maximum secondary electron range, greater than 5 mm for aqueous
solutions having unit density wall and irradiated with cobalt-60 gamma rays,
the dose measured is mostly due to the electrons generated within the dosi-
meter. The minimum dosimeter thickness required is 8 mm for glass walla.

4. Photon energy dependence

If the dosimeter contains high atomic number elements, then

i t may show energy dependence, i . e . the low energy photons will deposit more

energy within the dooimeter than in the surrounding medium. The photon

energy dependence of a dosimeter consists of two pertst

( i ) absorption of low energy photons by high atomic number material*
( i l ) variation In response of the dosimeter to the low energy

photo electrons so produced (lET effect)

It i s more convenient to use dosimeter with low atomic number
•at cris is .

5. Sleotron scattering

In the general cavity theory no consideration has been taken
to the effecta of difference of the electron scattering in the medium and In
the dosimeter, which Influence the distribution of absorbed dose inside the
dosimeter. large effects from electron scattering upon the dose distribution
at Interfile*!) between msterlnifl of different stomle numbers neve been observed.



ffban the dosimeter la email In s i z e , even a email difference In Z between

the medium and the dosimeter mey melee a s igni f icant difference In e q u i l i -

brium fluence at the interface due to electron ecatter ing. When the

doalaeter thickness la more than the maximum range of the secondary e lec trons ,

the electron s c a t t e r from materials of different atomic number aurroundlng

the dosimeter doea not influence the absorbed dose in the dosimeter.

To overcome the sca t ter problem, the smell volume dosimeters,

should be calibrated in the seme medium as in the following irratf l e t ions,

and with the same photon energy spectrum. The table below shows the re la t ive

response of glutemine powder f i l l e d in polystyrene tubes of 3 mm i . d . , 20 mm

length and 1 mm wall thickness , when irradiated with cobelt -60 gamma raya In

phantoms oi different materials . In t h i s caee, the thickness of the dosimeter

la l e s s than the maximum range of secondary e lec trons .

Relative response of glutamine dosimeter of 3 mm i . d . in phantoms of

different mater ia ls .

Medium Relative dose

Polystyrene 1.00

Rubber 1.01

Perspex 1.03

Wood 1.06

6 . Angular dependence

The number o f s c a t t e r e d e l ec t rons reaching a t h i n dos imeter

froe the surrounding material depends upon the inclination of the doalaeter

to the radiation beam. The dose received by doslmetera In inclined positions

w.r . t . radiation field la higher than in normal positions. Two 0.5 m thick

P.V.C. dosimeters, having 3.9 mm P.V.C. buildup when irradiated at right

angle to each other in a gamma chamber for the same timer ehowed about 5%

difference in abaorbanoe. Therefore, small siae dosimeters will have

some angular- dependence depending on ita alza and composition and i t will

affect 1ne accuracy of the doslmstry.



7« Mass stopping powers

The stopping power of electrons having en energy lees then

1k«V i s about AO& lower In water than in polyethylene, perspex and polysty-

rene. Since the scattered electrons are of very low energy, a thin aqueous

solution enclosed in the above materials will show a lower response, less

number of these electrons escape the surrounding materials becauue of the

high absorption in them. These interface problems will be more acute when

there is a large difference in composition of the dosimeter and i t s

surroundings.

8. Conclusions

The cavity ionization chnmbers, and small size liauid and

solid state doeimetera are likely to hsve interface problems. There will be

•rrors if such dosimeters calibrated for some radiation spectrum are used

tor another spectrum. The apparent error will depend on the type of the

detector since the minimum energy of an electron which can be detected will

T«ry from one detector to another. For example, in ionization chnmb«j about

34 eV energy i s required to produce en loo pair whereas in water 20 eV

energy is sufficient to produce a radical pair. The energy required ia much

less in solid state detectore. The detectors with low threshold energy will

be very sensitive to interface effects. Dosimeters whose size la more than

the maximum secondary electron range will not Involve such errors an) may be

better ^o upe ns compered to tile am/ill Pifse dosimeters.
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CALCULATION OP BADIATION DOSE IN A MATERIAL

A problem that frequently ar i s e s i s the determination of doe;:

in a material from the dose measured by & dosimeter irradiated under «

game condit ions . If the dosimeter and the material are hoimvwnaus, have

the s i z e , (density snd atomic composition ( i . e . the same proportions of

elements by weight), the absorbed dose w i l l be the same. This condition

i s met, for example, i f both the dosimeter and the material are d i lute

aqueous so lut ions andare irradiated in turn in a s imilar oontalner at the

•am* posit ion in the radiation tie Id. Often, however, dosimeter and the

material d i f f e r and a correction must be made to obtain absorbed dose in

the material.

For electromagnetic radiat ion , when both the dosimeter and the

material are exposed to the same radiation f ieId and are in e lectronic

equilibrium, t ie dose in the dosimeter (Dd) and the materlal(Dm) are

related by

^A )«
U ( D i n r a d o r C y ) (1)

where ( AUty^ Ljand ( /% )to a r« mass enerprv absorption coefficients

for the dosimeter and the material respectively. Maes energy absorption

coefficients for some common elements and compounds for cobalt-60 gamma rays

are given in the table below. The values in the table are given by

J.H. Hubell in Radiation Research 70, 5P-81 (1977). Some values are taken

fvooi NBS Hand Book No. 85, 1964. When the values are not given for 1.?5 M»V

photons specifically, an average of values for 1.0 MBV and 1.5 M»V photons

i s taken.
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* • • «Mrar absorption coefficients ( tXftfe ) in m2kg"1 for oobalt-60

rays (average energy 1.25

H

C

£

0

P

s
Ar

K

11

to
Cu

Fb

5.309
2.666
2.666
2,666
2.580

2.655
2.390

2.585

2.570

2.495

2.455
3.240

X

z

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10-5
10-3

10-3

10-5

10-5
10-5
ID"3

10-5

ID"3

10-5

ID"3

10-5

I h f r i a l ( Met)^ ) teterial (

Air 2.662 x 10"3

Water 2.961 x 10"5
Polystyrene (CgHg)̂  2.871 x 10~3

Twoite (C*HP°A 2 ' 8 7 9 x 10"'
Poly«thyl8»(CB2)n 3.O46 x 10"5

Balwlit* (^jHjgCL^ 2.818 x 10"3

A»ber (C10Hi60)n 2.946 x 10"3

0.8H I^S04 2.945 x 10"3

tyrex fflata 2.645 x 10"5

For compounds and mixtures the mass energy absorption coeff-

icients art combined in proportion to their Height in sample to obtain an

average value which can bemibstltutedLn the equation (1). i few il lustrative

examples are given below 1

fit. 1 (AtnA ) for water.Molecular Formula - 1^0. Atomic Weight of H-1.01,

0 - 16.00 and Molecular weight of H?0 . 18.02

jUtA s
}

CO.CC-5309)

* 0.11222 (O.OO53O9) + 0.8879 (0.002666)
- 0.0005958 + O.OO?5672
- 0.002963

Ex.2 ( AA«n/(̂  ) for polyme thy lmethacry late, PKMA (perspex, plexielass.lucite)

...3/-
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Molecular Formula
Atomic might of C - 12.00, R - 1.01, 0 - 1 6
Formula, wt. - CeHgOg . I J z J f B z 1*01 + 16 x 2 - 100.01

(!82kfT1) - 0.5999 (0.002666) + O.8O79 (O.OO55O9) + 0.3200 (O.OO2666)

- 0.001599 + 0.0004289 + O.OOP8531
- 0.002881

Ex. 3 Hiscle contains the elements H,C,N,O,lfa,Jfe,P,S,K,Ca in the following

wt. fractions (IBS, Band book-85, 1964).

H - 0.102 Na - 0.0008
C - 0.123 Vg - 0.0002

H - 0.035 P - 0.002

0 - 0.72893 S - 0.005
Ca - 0.00007 JC - 0.003

It i s seen that the major contribution i s from the elements

C,H,.N,0,P,S4K. Therefore,

+ 0.72893 ( M\ ) 0 + 0.002 ( ^"/^ ) p + 0.005

+ 0.003 (^M/^ )K

- 0.002931
In the range of photon energies in whiob absorption la

predominantly by Compton process the above equation can be simplified to
(/)

Where t/k la the r a t i o of atomio number ( f ) to atomlo »el«nt(A)
for an element and the r a t i o of the sup of atomic numbers of elements present to
molecular welrtit for a compound. This corresponds to number of electrons per
gram of the material. Ifce absorption of Cobalt«6C and Ca-157 gamma radiation
by aqueous, bio logical and most organic ayatema i s we l l within the Compton
region for these materials.
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SPECTROPHOTCWETRY

1. Introduction

Spectrophotometry Is concerned with 'the determination of the
concentration of a substance by measurement of relative absorption of light
with respect to a known concentration of the substance. In spectrophoto-
metrlc analysis* light of a definite wavelength (not exceeding, say 1-1OA In
bandwidth) constitutes the source of light whereas in colorimetry, I t coven
only the visible range, with a wide bandwidth. The main advantage of colo-
rlmetrlc or spectrophotometrlc methods is that they provide a simple means
for determining minute quantities of substances.

2 . Principle
When light (monochromatic or heterogeneous) fella upon a

homogeneous medium, a portion of the Incident light i s reflected, a portion
la absorbed within the medium, end the remainder Is transmitted. If the
intensity of the Incident light i s expressed by I , that of the absorbed
light by I t transmitted light by I . , and reflected light by I , t l -n ,

h - \ * Tt + Tr ( 1 )

When monochrome Me light passes through a transparent tied lust,

the intensity of the emitted light decreases exponentially as the thickness

of the absorbing medium Increases arithmetically. This Is known ae

Lamberts' law.

Beer has discovered a similar relation between concentration
and the transmitted light i . e . the intensity of monochromatic light deoreases
exponentially as the concentration of the absorbing substance Increases
arithmetically. Combining the above two lewa, the following expression Is
obtained,

or log JL • « c t (2)
*t

where c Is the solar extinction coefficient, c la the concentration of the
absorbing substance and t la the pathlength. This fundamental aquation of
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colorlmetry and speotrophotometry 1B referred to aa the Beer-Iambert's law.

The ratio log I / I . i s also called aa optical density or absorbanee of the

medium. So optical density la related to € by

O.D. e e t (3)

The molar extinction coefficient la therefore the optical density when the

layer of solution is one cm thick end the concentration of the absorbing

substance is 1 gn mole/litre and is expressed in M cm . The extinction

coefficient e depends upon the wavelength 01° the incident light, the temp,

and the solvent employed.

3. Determination of €,

Prepare a standard dilute solution of the substance whose £

has to be determined. Take the spectrum of the solution against the solvent

as reference and fix the wavelength of maximum absorption for the substance.

Prepare solutions of <Hffer*>nt eonewitrBtiona of the substance and measure

the optical densities of four or five concentrations at the ^ixed wavelength.

Plot optical density against concentration. If the compound obeys Beers' lew

a linear calibration curve passing through the origin will be obtained.

Select any point on the graph, read out the corresponding concentration

and the O.D. from tne graph and 6 can be determined from the relation (3).

The extinction coefficient must be determined for the each apectrophotometer

employed.

4. Components

The essential parts of a spectrophotometer which enable us

to measure the optical density are

(1) Source of radiant energy

(2) A monochrome tor, a device for isolating monochrome tic (homogeneous)

or, more generally, narrow bands of radiant energy from the source

(5) Cells or holders for tne substances under observation

(4) A device to receive and measure the radiant intensity or radiant

flux passing through or reflected from the substances under Investigation.

Usually a apectrophotometer covers the ultraviolet, the

visible and the infrared region of the spectrum. Colorimeter Is usually



employed in the visible region only. The spectrophotometar with i t s gratings,
monocbromators, prisms and s l i t s provides a better accuracy of measurement
compared to colorimeter.

5. Handling of optical ce l l s

Some of the important points while handling the ce l l s are
given below:

(1) Never touch the optical sides of the ce l l .

(2) Dry the sides of the cel l with soft tissue paper, before keeping them
in the cel l holder.
(3) Always keep beck the cell in clean and dry condition.

If any Impurity i s deposited on the walls of the ce l l , i t i s

advisable to keep them immersed in a mixture ot equal volume of 5N HCL and

ethyl alcohol overnight and then thoroughly clean with disti l led water and

•tore in dry condition.

During measurement the following points are to be practised.
For best results, before measurements the optical ce l l s should be rinsed two
or three tines with the sample to be measured. Ti l l the cells with sample
solution and close with a cap. After Disking sure that there is no fine dust
or air bubbles inside 1 wipe the outer surface with absorbent material to
remove liouid drops snd finger prints. Position the absorption ce l l s so
that their transparent sides face the window of the cel l holder. After the
measurements have been completed, wash the cel ls with disti l led water and dry
completely.
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CHEMICAL DOSIMBTRT - (QENERAI

1. Introduction

Quantitative studies in radiation chemistry require •

knowledge of amount of energy absorbed from the Ionizing radiation. Deter-
mination of this absorbed energy is called Badlation Dosimetry. The systems
used for this purpose are called Dosimeters.

A Chanical Dosimeter is a system that messures the energy
absorbed from ionising radiation by virtue of chemical changes produced in
i t when i t is exposed to Ionising radiation. In a l l chemical dosimeters
r*<Ji«*ion Induced chemical reaction Drodueen atleast one, Initially absent
species, which Is long lived etnugh to determine Its quantity or the change
in the properties of the Initial system. The absorbed dose is then derived
from this quantity of the change in the properties of the system.

2 . Salient futures of chemical dosimeters

Chonical dosimeters are prominent in present day dosimetry.

They are very useful in routine dose measurements due to their greater

convenience.

Ample choice of chemical dosimeters enaole their use for

various purpose*. Various systems that have been tried for chemical

dosimetry are:
(1) Water and aqueous solutions

(2) Pure organic substances and organic solutions

(3) Monomers and polymers

(4) Organic and Inorganic gases

(5) Organic and Inorganic solids.

Calculation of dose using a chemical dosimeter requires the

knowledge of 0 value, for the reaction or the product estimated. This is

determined by calibrating • chemical dosimeter against some absolute dosimeter

as a reference. Hence chemical dosimeters are secondary standard dosimeters.

When we use a chemical dosimeter the quantity it measures Is

the average absorbed dose in the msterlsl of which it Is composed of. It can
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be converted into the absorbed dose In other specimen. Accurate dosimetry

In this case is facilitated when the irradiated volume of the dosimeter and

the specimen studied have approximately the same density and atomic

coapoaition. Prom this stund point, chemical dosimeters offer a broad rang*

of f lexibil ity.

Chsmical doalmetry le the obvious method of done measurements
In K*dietlon chemistry since both esmple BTJJ the dosimeter can bs Irradiated
in the seme type of container (irradiation ce l l ) occupying the same volume.
This makes dosimetry simple and precise.

In biological and therapeutical work, an aqueous chemical

dosimeter enclosed in a suitable container, closely approximates the density
and atomic composition of biological materials. Hence chemical doaimetry la
basically a sounder doslmetrlc technique Vnun air ionlzation chamber.

Chemical dootaetry Is now principally used for measuring
relatively high doses beyond the range of lonization chambers. It i« also
widely used for calibrating commercial dosimeters such as glasses *•'».• plastie
films, and In experiments for which maximum accuracy is required. A dose
range of 1 to 10 rad can be covered using different chemical dosimeters.

3. Requirements a chemical dosimeter should meet

Any quantitative well characterized reaction can be used for
chemical doslmetry. Several such reactions have been extensively studied to
exploit their potential as a chemical dosimeter. However a very few systems
have come up to the mark. An ideal chemical dosimeter Is required to meet
the following requirements t

(1) She chemical change produced In the dosimeter by radiation should

be proportional to the absorbed dose In the dose range where It

la iiee*.
(2) The chemical change should be independent of quality and T<OT of

radiation.

(3) The chemical change ehould be Independent of dose rate- a few
rad/aln for eteady state Irradiation to aa high as 10 rad/ate la
• ploo aecond pulae Irradiation.



(4) The chemical change should be reproducible with a precision of

• \% to + 5#.

(5) ''h* chemical change should be independent of temperature of

irradiation and measurement.

(6) The chemical change should be independent of small changes in the

composition of the dosimeter.

(7) The chemical dosimeter should have a good pre and poet irradiation

stability.

(e) The chemical dosimeter should be easy to prepare and use.

Hot a single dosimeter meets al l the above mentioned require-

ments. However we can always select one which satisfies maximum requirements

and has known dependence on the parameters like LET, dose rate, temperature

etc.

4. Pre requisites of chemical dostmetrv

Rediolytie reactions are extremely sensitive to trace

la purl t ies . Hence water, glass wares and irradiation cel ls used for doeimetry

nust be free from trace amounts of organic and inorganic impuritiea.

4.1 Purification of water

Purity of water required depends on the dosimeter used. The

procedure followed to produce triple distilled water free from inorganic and

organic Impurities is as follows!

Singly distilled water from water s t i l l is boiled from an

oxidising solution containing 1 gm potassium permanganate and 1 gm of sodiun

hydroxide per l i tre of the solution and the vapour is condensed and run into

• second s t i l l containing 1 gm potassium dichromate and 1 c.c of concentrated

•ulphurle acid (AnalaR grade) per l i tre of aolution. AnalaR grade oxygen la

bubbled through the solution fit both the stages. At a l l stages of water

purification, the water must not come In contact with plastic or rubber

tubing. Purity of water obtained in this way must be tested periodically.

A simple method practised to test the purity of distilled

water Is to prepare two aerated 1 mM ferrous ammonium sulphate solutions in

0.8 I Sulphuric add , (A) with 1 mM sodiun chloride and (B) without aodlua



chloride. Both the solutions are irradiated under Went in 1 conditions for
different doses. On measurement of ferric Ion concentration formed, i f i t
Is found tbatt ( l ) formation of ferric lone is linear Vs. dose and ( l i ) the
rates of ferric ion formation are identical for both the solution (>) and
( B ) , then it indicates the absence of trace impurities in the distil led

water and hence the prepared disti l led water is of high purity.

4.2 Vreatrt9.it of R^BBB wurea and irradiation cells

Glasswares and irradiation ce l l s used for dosiinetry are
rtctieivlly made from porosilicate or s i l ica glass.
Cleaning

Glass wares or irradiation cel ls are fil led with or dipped
in *:i Mixture of concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids for 24 hours.
Then they are washed auccesively with tap water and disti l led w»ter. Then
trey are fi l led with dist i l led water and exposed to a dose of approximately
forty Jcilorads.
Storage

Irradiation ce l l s purified in this way are kept f i l led with

dist i l led water or with doeimetric solution, when not in use.

4.3 ?renttnent of plastic Irradiation cel ls

Use of materials l ike Teflon, perepex, polyethylene, poly-
styrene and polypropylene as container for a chemical dosimeter requires a
special procedure for cleaning, storage and use. The inner wall of the
irradiation tube should be inert i . e . it.should not liberate any impurities
during irradiation or pre and post irradiation storage of doslnetrlc solution.
The procedure followed i s as follows;
Cleaning

Plastic tubes are f i l led with 105? HNO, for 24 hours. Then
they are rinsed with tap water and then disti l led water. To make the tub*
free froa any further detachable impurity from the inner wall, the tubes are
fi l led with doelaetric solution an) exposed to a dose of four krada.
Storage

Plastic tubes or bag* arm f i l led with doslmetric solution
when not in use.
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4.4 tTe« of Irradiation cells

When glass or plastic irradiation ce l l s are to be used for
dosimetry, the old dosimetrie solution in then is discarded. The call* arc
rinsed atleaat two times with fresh doalmetric solution. They are than
fi l led with the solution, stoppered and irradiated.

5. Definition of G value

0 value or Radiation Chemical Yield la the fundamental
quantitative characteristic of a radiation induced reaction in a c has leal
dosimeter. It la defined as the number of ion», free radicals, atoms,
•olecules formed or disappeared when the eyatem baa absorbed 100 eV of
energy froai the ionizing radiation.

Tt is desiffneted by the letter G and the convention Is to

use the letter G followed by the chemical formula of the substance enclosed

In the bracket, e.g. G(Pe ) indicates ferric ions are formed on irradiation.

When the formula is preceded by -ve sign i t indicates that the aubstanee

decomposes or i t s concentration decreases on irradiation, e.g. (U-H-CLO.)

snows that oxalic acid decomposes on irradiation.

0 value is generally expressed for a given reaction In ths

doss range,where the amount of change produced Is linear with doss. Proa

Its definatlon,

0 (X) - | x 100

Where V is the number of species X formed per unit voluas aai

0 is the amount of energy in eV absorbed per unit volume* The auantity S oaa

bs determined by chanical analysis and D by a standard method of entity

measurement such as calorlmetry or ionisation. Substituting the values In

ths above formula G(x) can be computed.

6* Measurement of absorbed dose

By employing a chemical reaction for which radiation

ehsmlcal yield 0(z) la known and by measuring the concentration ^SC

moles/litre of ths product X formed, the energy absorbed in ths system "D" •*
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can be calculated by the equation

Where N is the number of aolecules foimed/c.c.

N .
c x 6.083 x 102'

1000

/S.C x 6.023 x 1023

So D * x 100 •V/e.o.

1000 x 0(x)

If 0 gn/c.c. is the density of -the solution, then,

^ e x 6.023 x 1O23

D m x 100 *T/gm
1000 x ( )

x 6.023 x 102 ' x 100 x 1.602 x

How 1 rad • 100 ergs/gm end 1 «V« 1.602 x 10 args

.*• Doae (rad) »
1000 x O(X) x ^ x 100

A « x 9.«
.*. Dos* (rad) • —

x 9.64 x 108

0(x) must be measured for each radiation for which a

particular dosimeter la to be applied.

7* References

1* F.H. Attix and w.c. Ttoeach. Rndlation Doalmetry, Vol. II ,

Academic Press, New York (i966).

2 . J.7.T. Spinks and R.J. Wooda. An introduction to Radiation
Chemistry, 2nd Ed., John Viley and Sons, Weir York (1976).

3. N.W. Holm and R.J. Berry, Manual on Radiation Dosimetry,
Marcel Dekker, Inc., Htm York (1970).
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PRICKE DOSIMETER

1. Introduction

Pricke dosimeter i s the best known and most broadly applied

chemical dosimeter. The dosimeter was developed by Prieke and Morse in 1927

and i s based on the oxidation of ferrous ions .

The Pricke dosimeter has been accurately standardised by calorimetry and
other physical methods end at present used for absolute absorbed dose
measurements with an accuracy ot 1-2$. The Tricks dosimeter i s widely
accepted as a standard in radiation chemistry and because Of i t s accuracy
and rel iabil i ty it is often used for calibrating other dosimeters.

2, TVlnclple

The standard Tricke dosimeter solution consists of air

saturated solution of 1 mM FeSO^ or Fe (NH^ ) g (SO^ ) g In 0.8 K HjSO^. The

oxidation of ferrous ions to ferric ions takes place by tha following

reactions.

Pe 2 + + OH • Fe5* + OH"

H + o2 - m2
Pe2+ + H02 + H+ » F,3 + • fi^Og

F.2 + + Hg02 - Ps3* + OH + OK"

Thus 0(P.5 +) - 3GH + 00H + 2 0 ^

The generally agreed o(Pe ) for Co-60 gamma rays is 15.5 which is regarded
as reference standard of chemical dosimetry. The concentration of ferric
ions formed by radiation chemical reactions la generally determined by
spectrophotometry.

3« Influence of various factors

3»1 The ranee of absorbed dose

The readily accessible range of the Pricke doslneter is 40

to 400 Gray. The upper limit is set by oxygen depletion in the solution and



lower limit by the analytical method for the determination of ferric ions.

By special techniques i t i s possible to extend the useful range beyond

these l imits.

3.2 LET dependence
The G-value for formation of ferric ions depends on the type

of radiation and i t s energy. Some typical values are given in the following
table

Type of radiation Energy (MeV)

*1 'To alpha

|OB (n, alpha )7Li

C fission nroductn

Co gamma rays

X-rays

i i

5.3

2.35

152

1.25
0.10
0.05
0.01

5.2

4.2

3 .0

15.5
14.6
14.3
13.8

The O(Pe ) ehow no significant dependence on photon energy within the rang*
from 0.60 MeV to 16 MeV. At lower photon energy as the LET of radiation
increases with decreasing energy, G(?e ) shows decreasing values. For
heavier charged particles, which have higher LET th» decrease in 0(?e ) la
more pronounced.

3.3 Pose rate
The dosimeter response is independent of dose rate between

1 mGy/eee to 40 By/sec for continuous irradiation. With pulsed radiation
C(Pe ) remains constant upto 2 Oy/pulse of 1 fx sec. Above this dose rat*
G(?e ) decreases.

3.4 Bffect of NaCl

The effect of organic Impurities nay be reduced by addition

of NaCl to the dosimetric solution. The chloride ion reacts rapidly with
hydro xyl radical,

OH + 01*" • Cl • OH

*e 2 + 4 Cl . Cl" -f Fe3+



and the chlorine atom formed oxidises rerrous ion to ferric Ion. Thia
reaction is much faster than that of chlorine atom with the organic
substance. For high dose rate doslmetry of pulsed electron beams, HaCI Bust

not be added, since i t imparts a more pronounced dependence on doae rate to
2+

the dosimeter. The modified Frleke dosimeter consists of 1«M Fe • 1mM BaCl,

0.6 H HgSO. In air saturated dist i l led water.

3.5 Init ial ferrous ion concentration

The normal ran^e of ferrous ion concentration la 0« 1 mW to

10 mW. Both above and below this range of coneentratlona In air saturated

solutions #(Pe ) decreases.
3»6 Sulfuric acid concentration

The sulfuric acid concentration can be lowered to 0.1H with
only 2J6 drop in < } ( ? • ) , but at lower concentration of acid the G(?e ) fal l*
and the system becomes.unreliable. Therefore, a concentration of 0.1 V t^SO.
i s the lowest that e«n be used fbr reproducible doaimetry.

3.7 Temperature
By increasing temperature during irradiation 0(?e )

increases sl ightly. The values reported for this temperature dependence
vary considerably, from insignificant to 0.16*£ per °C. The irradiation
temperature is without much practical significance from 10°C to 50°C.

The temperature at which the spectrophotometric measurements
are done is important aa the molar extinction coefficient Increases by about
0.695* per °C for the 304 nm peak. For this reaaon i t is important to know
the temperature at which the spectrophotometric measurements art done.

3.8 Stability

She aerated ferrous sulphate solution is slowly oxidised
during storage ana oxidation rate depends on the concentration of ferrous
ions and oxygen. Tor prolonged use the doaimetric solution can be stored in
dark preferably in a refrigerator. If doalmetry Is done only occasionally,
fresh solutions should be prepared each time.



4. Experimental

4.1 'Preparation of the doe line trie solution

22.2 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid, 0.39 g of ?e(HH^)2

(SO ) 6H 0,0-058 g of NaOl are dissolved in disti l led water to make up
1 l i t re of the doeiroetrlc solution. The solution is prepared in a precleened
1 l i tre standard volumetric flask using chemicals of analyticel grade.

4.2 Dosimetric container
• he irradiation can be carried out in polystyrene and boro-

s l l icate or s i l ica fcleas tubes or ampoules. The volume of the sample should
be sufficient for the analysis of the ferric ions formed. A set of pre-
eleaned tub*?« *<re filled with dosimetrie solution after rinsing with the
same. At least 2 tubss should be kept as reference blank and the remaining
tubes ere used for dose measurement.

4.3 Measurement
Chemical tltrations may be used to determine the ferric ion

concentration. Absorption epectroacopy is generally more convenient than
titrat ion, ror it i s rapid, accurate, and expedient for the analysis of low
ferric ion concentrations and small quantities of solution.

Ferric ion hae two absorption peaks at 304 nm and 224 on,
the one at 224 nm being more intense. At 304 on the optical absorption
coefficient of ferrous ion i s l<»8s than 0.0*#> of that of thp >rrie ion.
The molar extinction coefficient at 304 nm increases with rising teriT>«rature
nt a rate of 0.69^ per °C, so that for high precision, a constant-tempera-
ture absorption ce l l holder on the spectrophotometer is rewired. The
sensitivity or this analyticel method can be doubled by measuring the
optical density at the more intense 224 nm ferric Ion peak. Another advan-
tage of measuring at 224 nra in that the molar extinction coefficient
Increases with rising temperature by only 0.135? per °C. However, at this
lower wave length the absorption due to ferrous is not wholly negligible.

Molar extinction coefficient has to be measured for each
spectrophotometer at a standard (25°C) temperature as thia value varies
from one instrument to other. For determining the molar extinction



coefficient, optical density of solutions of different known concentrations

. ferric ions is measured. A calibration curve of optical density verses

ferric ion concentration is obtained, from which molar extinction

coefficient i s calculated.

Optical density of the irradiated dosimeters la measured

against the unirmdloted solution from the standard flask. Optical density

of the unirradlated reference blanks in the doslmetrlc tubes is also measured

against solution in standard flask. Optical density of the irradiated

solution la corrected for reference blank reading. The absorbed dose is

calculated from the following equation.

j)(&ray) - ( AOD)Nx 100x 1.602 x 10"19

€ 1 <*
where N • 6.02 x 10 molecules/mole

AOD m difference in optical density between irradiated solution

aad control

£ m molar extinction eoetflcient (W cm ) at temperature of

measurement

<? • density of dosimetrlc solution In kgAitre which is

1.024 for 0.8 N H2SO4

i m optical pathlength (cm)

G(?e ) • 15.5 for Co-60 gamma rays.

For 1 cm optical ce l l , 0.8 N H SO » above equation reduces to

D ( 0 r . y ) . 0.944 x i J< A OD)

8 ('Pe ) x £

The above equation gives absorbed dose In Pricke dosimeter. The ebsor d

dose In water V and absorbed dose in ?rlcke dosimeter I*d are connected by

the aquation

\ ' Dd

where (uen/^ ) and (uen/^ )d are coefficient of mass energy absorption of

water and dosimeter respectively. For Co-60 gamma raya (uen/o ) /(nen/o )

la 1.003.
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FBX DOSIMETER

1. Introduction

A chemical dosimetrlc system referred to as the FBX dosimeter

la capable of measuring doses from 0.001 to 30 Oray. The system la a d i l u t e

so lut ion of ferrous ammonium sulphate in d i lu te oulphuric acid containing

benzole acid and a aulphonephthalein dye, xylenol orange.

2 . Principle

Terroua ions in ac idic medium when exposed to radiation get

oxidised to ferr ic ions . Benzole acid increases the radio ly t ic oxidation of

ferrous ions and the ferr ic ions so produced, form a 1>1 complex with the dye.

For Co gamma rays.

Composition

?BX dosimeter cons i s t s of

Ferrous Ammonium Sulphate

Xylenol Orange

Benzole acid

Sulphuric ac id , In ainply ^is-ti l led water

4 .

4.1 Purity of reagents and glassware

Except for xylenol orange, a l l other chemicals used are of
analytical grade reagents. Highly pure water is not required and singly
disti l led water can be safely used. Cleaning of glasswares and irradiation
containers are described elsewhere in the manual.

4.2 Preparation

To prepare 50Qnl of dosimetric solution 305.1 mg at benzole
acid Is added to the volumetric flask containing distil led water and dissolved
by warming on a water bath. 13.9 ml concentrated sulphuric acid is diluted
to 100 ml with distilled'water. 5 ml of this solution la added to the
volumetric flaak containing benzole acid solution. To this 39.2 mg of ferrous
ammonium aulphate and 67.3 mg of xylenol orange acidic form or 76.7 mg of

0.20

0.20

5.0

0.05

m

m

m
W

If

H

M

Experimental
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tetrasodium s a l t are added and the solution is made up to 500 ml by dis t i l led

water* The benzole acid solution must be brought to room.temperature and

sulphuric acid added to I t before adding ferrous ammonium sulphate*

4*3 Irradiation containers

Polystyrene, borosil icate or s i l i c a glass containers which can take

•"••r'̂ rh d<\: i me t r i e solution needed for measurement purposes can be used for

irradiat ion. Two to four tubes should be kept as reference blank. These

should be measured along with the irradiated solutions.

4 «4 Analysis

The fer r ic -xylenol orange complex i s measured by using e i t h e r a

spectrophotometer or a colorimeter . The complex formation Is maximum a t

0.05N sulphuric acid and the absorption peak of the complex Is a t 540 nm .

Older these conditions ferrous ions do not in ter fere in measurements. Measu-

rements are done against unlrradlated so lu t ion stored in the standard f l a s k .

Corrections are made for the appropriate blanks. The difference between the

dosee as read by the i r r ad i a t ed solut ion and the blank gives the correc t dose.

The molar absorption coef f ic ien t of fe r r ic -xy lenol orange complex i s

estimated by measuring the absorbance of so lu t ions containing 0.20 mM xylenol

orange and d i f fe ren t concentrat ions of f e r r i c ions i n 0.05 N sulphuric acid,

a t 3A0 no. Frequent measurement of molar absorption coeff ic ient can be used

as a check on consistency of measuring instruments.

5 . Standardisat ion

The PBX dosineter i s ca l ib ra ted against Pricke dosimeter described

elsewhere In the manual. The dose D In Gy i s given by the following

relationship:

0.179 x 106

D -
(£t /o .D.) - 0.003 x 10

Where CD. • Optical density of the irradiated solution

£ - Molar absorption coeff ic ient of the ferric -

xylenol orange complex at 540 nm

t - Path length of ce II

6. Influence of other parameters



6.1 Radiation dose Vs response

The ferric ion formation in FBX dosimeter is directly proportional
to dose In the begining upto 1000 rads and later deviates from linearity.

6.2 Concentration

The dosimeter coiaposition is not very cri t ical and email changes
in composition will not make any significant error in dose estimations.
However care should be taken that final eulphuric acid concentration is
nearly 0.05N. Response in aerated and oxygen saturated solutions is tha
same and there is no oxidation of ferrous lore in nitrogen saturated
solutions.

6.3 Rnergy of radiation

Response of the system is independent of photon energy in the

range 55 ke7 to 42 ifeV.

6.4 Hesponse to neutrons and B (n. OC ) Li recoila

The response of this system to different energy neutrons and
1O 7

B (n, oC ) Li recoils with respect to gammas are as follows
14-7 MeV neutrons

Fission neutrons
1°B(n,

Dose-rate

OC ) Li rec o i l s

and dose frac t ionat ion

505*

58.6%

22.1#

6.5

It i s independent of dose rate between 0.005 Gy/hr to 11 Oy/mln.

The response does not change in medical accelerators having very hirfi

dose-rates. There is no dose fractionation effect in this system.

6.6 Temperature

( Fe ) value does not change In the temperature range studied

fran 15*C to 45°C. The tnolar absorption coefficient value is also

independent of changes In temperature In the sane range*

6.7 Stability

Fresh solutions are prepared just before use when only occasional



dcBinetry i s carried out. For routine dosimetry work, solut ions once

prepared can be used up to fifteen days. I t is advisable to measure

Irradiated solutions within a day of completion of irra<3i«ti«ss.

7 . Advantages and disadvantages

This* 3ystef? s a t i s f i e s isost of ths> csmditSersB r~z:il » • -,•• v

Ideal chemical dosi.neter. I t s preparation and measurement aw> simple

and reproduoibil i ty i s be t te r ik<-.a + 2$>* ?he wavelength of anaOiption

measurement i<* ir, the v is ib le region snd therefore a cf--c.:3? o";lii-Lr> *s;

i s good enoti,:*' ' o r measurement purposes. Boee jn?e,avrpr-->-•- ' r - >••• '•.

energy electrons and photons can be dona direct ly without any correct ion.

The reppense of the system is not l i nea r . The molar absorption

coefficient of ferr ic-xyienol orange canplex di f fers for ins dye o: twined

from different sources, therefore it should be nieasuisJ for the- tir-;r:i r.f

xylenol orange be ins; used. A large batch of xylenol ciange should ba kepi-

s o that frequent measurement of t ^e n®^ '"3r?uir6Q.- The dye is )•.-,f^o&ccvi^_

therefore, i t should be stored in a descicator .
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SBHS RADICAL DOSMITPHY - SPECrHOPHOTOMETHIC READOUT

1. Introduction

Free rad ica l s are atoms or molecules which have one cr s o r t

unpaired e lectrons to form chemical bonds. The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f f r e e

rad ica l s are high chemical r e a c t i v i t y and t rans ient l i f e t imes .

Formation o f s t a b l e free radicpls In eo l ide l i k e e lan ine or

gluteraine is bsJag used for radiat ion doslmetry. The irradiated alanine l a

read by ESR technique and glutsmine by i t s lyoluminescence.

:i3H ia the moat powerful method to de te s t s i ua-j« •

favourable conditions, to identify free radicals* The principles, teer.
and applications of 33R spectroecopy are described extensively in literature.
ESR analysis of rauiation-indueed free radicals in biological molecules
represents an interesting and relevent apnroech to dosimetry. Typical
features are a n»lfltiv<Oy brofirl dose range covering more thnn 4 decade
10 — 10 Gy. Another oromieinp free-TBrfieel anaiyaia method of dosimetry
a t i l l under development ie lyoluminescence, where light i s emitted upon d i s -
solution of irradiated crystalline solids such as aminoacida, eeceharidea
etc . The use of lyoluminescence for radiation dosimetry was proposed by
Ettinger in bis doctoral thesis.

The lyoluminescence involves some uncertainties l ike fading,
dependence on rate of dissolution, oxygen concentration and temperature of
solution etc . The mechanism of lyoluminescence is not yet well understood.
The ESTt instrument used for dosimetry Is very costly and there is need to
find an alternative to EfTT technique for readout.

2 . PrlnciPla

If ferrous aulphate Is added to aqueous solutions of irradia-
ted lyolumineaoent materials or irradiated materials ere dissolved in
ferrous aulphate solution, ferrous ions are oxidized. This uuggeota that
perozldea are formed on dissolution of tneae irradiated materials. Thie
oxidation of ferrous Ions la used to measure the radiation dose.

A low-level chenical dosimeter (PBX) developed by Oupta et «1
baa proved to be very userul for do.imetry in radiotherapy. In the present
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readout technique, benzole acid which sensitises the radlolytic oxidation of

ferrous ions in the FBX system has been substituted by alanlne or glutamine.

5. Experimental

3.1 Materials
Alanine obtained from E Merk is recrystallised from water

alcohol xj..c<,wrs. However laboratory grade elanine obtained from John Beker

Inc, Colorado can be used directly without affecting the response of the

system. 2ha eaino acid glutamine ^C5H
1O

H2°3^ is uaed without any purifica-

tion, fertvua ammonium sulphate and sulphuric acid are of analytical grade.

The dy* xylenol orsnge is obtained from 1OBA

7.2 "rs-par;'.. i-n of doslmetrla solution

Dosimeter solution (FX) for alanlne cons late of,

0.20 mM Ferrous ammonium sulphate
0.20 mM Xylenol orange

in 0.05 N Sulphuric acid
Dosimeter solution (PX) for glutamine consists ot,

0.2 mM Ferrous ammonium sulphate

0.1 mM Xylenol orange

In 0.05 N Sulphuric acid

Dos line trie solution is prepared using analytical grade reagents and disti l led
water. Use or single or triple distil led water does not affect the response
of FX-elanlne or PX-glutamlne system.

To prepare 500 ml of do aim* trie solution for alanine, 13.9 ml
Of concentrated aulphuric acid la diluted to 100 ml. Five ml of this solu-
tion la added to the 900 a l volumetric flask. To this 39.2 og of ferrous
aamoniun sulphate and 76 mg of xylenol orange (loba) are added and the
solution i s made up to 500 ml by disti l led water.

To prepare 500 a l doaimetrlc solution for glutanine, 13.9 a l
of concentrated sulphuric acid is diluted to 100 a l . five a l of this solution
i s added to the 500 a l volumetric flask. To this 39.2 ag of ferrous aasonlua
sulphate and 38 or of xrlcnol orange are a^ded ana solution Is made up to
500 a l by distil led water.
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3.3 Joeimetrlc container

The irradiation Is carried out in stoppered polystyrene tubes
of 3 nun id, 20 mm length and 1 vm wall thickness- Perspex build up tubes are
used for dosimeter irradiation. Details about influence of other build up
materials and thickness of dosimeters are described else where in tite masus...

3.4 Measurement

Irradiated alanine or glutamine is taken in a dry 25 ml

stoppered conical flask and dissolved in 10 ml of the respective ft solution.
Concentration '••-" "arric ion formed is measured as ferrie-xylenol orange
conrlex in presence of alanine or glutamine against similar unirradlated
solution es blsn}:. In fact the measurements of the irradiated and unirradie-
ted powders ere wade against ?X solution and difference of these ffives the
correct reading. The absorbance of FX solution containing the unirradlated
powder i s less than that of the FX solution. Therefore the zero reading of
the instrument should be eui-ra&ly shifted to account for th is .

Tha absorbance of this complex is measured with spectrophoto-
meter at least 5 minutes after the dissolution. Optimum results will be
obtained with 50 mg of alanine and 20 mg of glutatnine for 10 ml of PX solu-
tion. Ferric-xylenol orange complex is measured at 525 nm and 540 nm in the
presence of alanine or glutamine respectively. Calibration curves for
ale nine and glutamine dosimeter are obtained for the xylenol orange concen-
tration of 2x1 Ô M and 10"*M respectively.

4» Influence of various factors

4.1 Concentration dependence

For a given dose, the amount of ferrous ions oxidized was
found to Increase almost linearly with the increase In amount of Irradiated
•lanlne or fclntamin« from 0 to 100 m*.

4.2 Autoxldatlon

Alanine or glutamine increases the rate of thermal oxidation

of ferrous lone in the PX solution. The rate of thermal oxidation is less

in Irradiated solution ma compared to the unirradiatad solution. The absor-

bano* thus depends on the time of measurement after the dissolution of
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alantne or glutamlna in tha BC solution. Tha raadlnga ara takan 5 minutea
aftar tha dissolution. At thla tine, tha raaotlon In the solution la aver*
However, this time U n i t la not vary orltioal and alight variation doaa not
naka a significant arrar In dosa estimation. Whan tha absorbanoe of KC
aolutlon containing un Irradiated a Ian In • ar glutualna la substraotad from
tha sbsoirt-ane* of 3X aalutlon containing Irradiated alanlna ar glutanine, tha
srr«s t"r« *<* tbezraal oxidation la negligible provided the neasurements ara Bade
within an hour after tha dissolution of tha powde:,-.

4*3 Bpao •••&•'«»

?h« iaf luonse of tha doaa rate is negligible in tha region 7-65 Gjr/nln*

4,4 Stability

Vn&sr normal temperature and humidity conditions raorystalllaeu a Ian In*

dosimeter shews about 5 to 10# fading depending an dosa after the f irs t day of

irradiation. Afterwards tha readings remain oonstant far atleaat a year*

However laboratory grade alanine ebtalnedfrem John Baker Ino, Colorada doea

not ahow any fading even after the f irs t day of irradiation. ITier- 'oni,

depending upon source of alanina, praper eallbration graph should be obtained*

Olutanlne depimeter shows no post Irradiation fading for a period of one month,

later up to three months the fading la lees than 2f>% and lnoreaae t& about JJ<

ever a period of six months*

3» Standardisation

The alanira or glutamlne dosimeter la calibrated against Frloka

dosimeter. The dosa oan be calculated by tha following relational

B - (7*71 x 1O5) / Q 1/A525) - 1«ft] . tor alanlna and

5 - ( 42«2 x 106)/ p V ^ Q ) - 1-551 » for glutamina

where,

«ege aid A_.Q are tha aborbanoa af alanlna and glutaalne raspeotlvely,

D la tha dosa In Oy.

6, Radiation doaa response

Tha range af tha absorbed dose aeasuiwd with alanlna i s 0.01 ta 5 KQy
and with glutanina doalnater la 0.1 ta 100K0y.
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CERIC SUlHttTE BOSIMETER

1. Introduction

Geric sulphate system has been used for about 30 years to

measure radiation dose, usually by spectrophotometry of eerie ion absorption

at 320 run wavelength. Recently differential potentiometry is being employed

to measure the radiation does. Xtoses that can be measured with eerie sulpha-

te solutions range from 10 to 10 Gy, giving i t one of the widest ranges of

any dosimeter. The accuracy for dose measurement i s better than + 2%.

2 . Principle

The process employed for the determination of the absorbed

doee la the reduction of the eerie lone to cerous ions. The absorbed dose

i s derived from the difference in eerie ion concentration before and after

i rradiat ion.

The radiolytic reactions of this system in 0.8 N H so can

be summarised' ss follows

Ce + Ho0o - Cev + H + HO. UJ

H+ • 02 (2)

e 4 +Ce5 + OH = Ce + OH" (3)

Ce4+ + H . C.3+ • H+ (4)

+ \OZ * H20 + OH (5)

HSO~ + OH . HSO + OH" (6)

2 HSO^ * H2S2OQ (7)

HSO4 + OH . H2SO (a)

HS04 + Ce 3 * . C e 4 + + HSOj (9 )

HgSOg + 2Ce4+ - H ^ + zcj* + 2H+ + Og (io)

>Q* 2C65* - 2Ce4 + * 2HS0" (11)

*) « °H * Cr0H + 2GR0 ( 1 ?^

Reactions 1-5 involve the system's interaction with the radi-
olytic products of water, while reactions 6-11 represent the same for the
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radlolytic products of HLSO . There is a wide variation In the rate of
these reactions. Reactions 6-11 are slow as compared to 1-5. The 6(Ce )
la Increased by reactions 1,2 and 4 while reaction 3 and back reaction 1
cause a decrease in <?(Ce )• Reaction 5 does not take place normally,
because of reactions 1 end 4. However, et in i t ia l eerie ion concentrations
less then 0.5 mU this reaction reduces the 3(Ce ) . The HSO produced
reacts • z^xs. •E.-SCL in preference to ^S.O . H SO - causes reduction of

eerie ions while ^S_O_ does the r#v*rse. So, the expected n*t wfiVet of
reactions 6-<1 rouM be an increase of G(Ce ) , however miner their
contribution be.

The theoretical yield of fl(Ce ) comes to 2.4 according to
equation 12. However, in actual practice this value can vary 6...e 1 vr-.•/.••. •
influencing factors.

3. Influence at various factors

In this system the G(Ce ; i s very sensitive to Impurities
as these impurities compete with cerous ions for the radlolytic oxidising
radicals. Ageing of solutions when firat prepared and addition of iritial
cerous Ions to the system are the suggested remedies. The sensitivity of
this system to light increases with dilution. Thia can be minimised by
blackened glass wares. Extreme care i s necessary if ini t ia l c»ric ion
concentrations ^ 0.5 ni or *) lOOmM are used. Oxygen concentration
increases the yield. A difference of 5% in G(Ce'+) was observed between
deareated and oxygen saturated solutions.

The G(Ce3+) reduces gradually with the increase of H-SO
concentration. Peroxy sulphuric acids generated in the system ere slow to
react. However under conditions ot most doeimetric studies, namely long
Irradiation times followed by substantial time delay before measurements,
they can give rise to a post Irradiation effect. The CH radicals react
either with Ce ions reducing the G(Ce +^ or with FSD~ when cerous ion
concentration Is low, oroducing 1,R(\. in reaction 8, which increases
G(Ce ). Because of these reactions the poet irradiation effects may be
different.
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The G(Ce ) ismolna conatant upto a dose rate of 10 rad/seo.
Thtre are conflicting experimental evidences on the effect of irradiation
temperature on the yield. X gradual induction of O(Ce ) in the temperature
range of 0-80*C es well as no ruol. dependence in the range of 0-30°C are
els lined.

The o(Ce ) Increases very slightly with 1ST. However, these
changes an insignificant for 0.1 to 24 M«V range. For irradiations under
degraded spectral energy conditions cerio solutions containing > 0.01 M
concentration are l ikely to effect accurate dosimetry because of their
deviation from water equivalent response. The extent of tills error Is to be
determined by experiments for the particular conditions.

Great caution is needed to measure doses below 100 Oy using
this system, as many competetive reactions tiike place at these solution
concentrations. At doses ^ 10 Gy, the solids precipitate from the dosi-
aetric solution. The Molar Extinction coefficient varies with experimental
conditions. This value can be 6000 + 1000 M~ cm at ;S20 no. However, i t
i s independent of temperature in the range of 15-25°C. When spectrophoto-
metric method is applied to measure the change in eerie ion concentration «
high precision can be achieved. On the contrary the potentiometric method
gives reasonably good results for multiple routine dosiinetry.

Taking Into account the various faotors which Influence the
yield, Matthews has worked out an empirical relationship to calculate the
O(Ce ) for mean cerous ion concentrations from 1.3x10"*JI to 78x10~^k In
0.4 M H2SO4.

Ce3*) aerated . (2.42 • 0.003) - (0.87 + 0.02) (C«3+)1/'3

*) Oxygen - (2.49 + 0.02) - (0.97 + 0.04) (Ce3*)17'3

saturated

4. Experimental

4.1 Precautions to be taken

A stock solution of 0,8 N H2S04 i s Pr8P°re(5 tbT t h e prepara-
tion of solutions and for washing glass wares. It is prepared using triple
disti l led waler (water is not directly used in the preparation of eerie



solutions because of the formation and precipitation of hydroxides). All

flasks are covered with black polyethylene sheet or paper so as to prevent
l ight .
4.2. Preparation of the dosimeter solution

Csric sulphate, Ce(SO ) g . 4 1̂ 0 and eeroue sulJs&-;e,
Ce (SO )_. 3 HO are dried In a deselects? until tiisr* ie no si~5.is-i.ure lose.
Oerlc-een5\»(3! solution of approxlawtft concentration is prepared by weighing
the dried samples and using 0.6ff H SO to make up the volume. (Make 1 l i t re
of In* solution by dissolving 0.404 g of the eerie ealt with 0. 0356 g of
eerous sslt-r This concentration la suitable for irradiations using a Gemma
chamber - 900, as i t can cover the doaes la the range of 1 to 3 k Gy). The
solution i s prepared freshly tor each experiment and aged for or* dev, For

different dose ranges, different concentrations of cerium lone sr?
4+ 3+

recommended. For dosimeter solutions in which Ce and Ce lens are equal,
the following has been recommended:
Init ial eerie ion
concentration 0.2 1.9 10 50
0Un»

Dose range 0 . 1 . 0 . 6 0 . 6 - 5 5 - 4 0 40 -200

4.3 Determination of the molar extinction coefficient (8)

Exact concentration of eerie sulphate la needed for dose

calculation, for which C of eerie sulphate is to be determined. This is

done by titrating eerie sulphate solution spectrophotometrically with

ferrous ammonium sulphate whose concentration ia found by accurate weighing
and i t s € i s already known. (By determination from 00 « €Ct relationship
where * i s obtained from the slope of OD Vs concentration graph). From these
v»lu«i» i t in nossiMe to -Tli* equivalent concentration of e»rie solution and
•ubsenuently 6(Ce ) . The « (Ce4+^ i s to be determined various times end
averaged. However, if the eerie sulphate sample or the spaetrophotometer
changes during the course of the study, then fresh C(Ce ) is to be
determined.



4.4 Irradiation
The irradiation of the solution 1B done in stoppered, black-

enad pyrex glass vials fi l led with aerated eerie sulphate. Before f i l l ing!
the vials ere washed with dosimetric solution. Solutions can be irradiated,
maintaining the same geometry and until 20-80$ of the eerie ions are
depleted. An approximate dose range, to cause such • depletion can be found
by using the formula:

£*c x 6.023 x 1.6 xV?
Dose

x 100

where A c i s the change in eerie ion concentration (expected) i . e .
0.2x10 .M to 0.8x10~* M for 1.0x10~T! of init ial eerie ion concentration.

^ i s the density of doaimetric solution, which for a 1 x 10 M solution
Is 1.024.

4.5 Measurement

Spectrophotometric measurements of irradiated and unirradlatad

solutions are done at 320 nm in 1 cm s i l i ca cel ls using 0.6N fUSO as

reference. For optical density measurements, solution concentration must

obf#y Beer -Lambert's Law. When optical densities > 1.1 are obtained, the

solutions are diluted with O.BH H2S0.. The number of times dilution la don*

(final volume/initial voluma) ie called dilution factor. Both the Irradiated

and unirmdiated solutions must be given the same dilution treatment, fhe

measurements are done on the same day of irradiation to avoid uncertainties

due to poet irradiation storage.

5. Doae calculation

Cose absorbed by the system is calculated from the formula

change _ Dilution Avagadros ,
lnCTJ x Factor X Number X 1*

Dose (Gray)

0(0e> f) x <̂  x G(Ce4+) x t x 1000 x 100

irhsrs t • path length - 1 for a 1 cm. ce l l



Tha abova «qurition gives absorbed dose in eerie aulphate solution. The
absorbed doao in water D can be obtained by the equation

\ ' B cer ic / O - 9 9 5 8
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OTHBl HIGH LBVKL SOSDQRBRS

1. Introduction

Many chemical dosimeters an available for routine dosiaeSry

in the dose range 1-10 0y. Some of the dosimeters like Fricke, eerie

sulphate, FBI and amlno acids have been described separately. Those

Included below are dyed polymethylmethacrylate (PMHA), clear DUMA, polyvlayl

chloride film, ethanol chlorobeneene and radiochromic dye flints.

2 . HOU dosimeter

Clear polymethylaethaerylate (BOM) and dyed IMKA are two of
tit* conmonly used dosimeters for routine plant dosimetry. Any one sheet of
commercially available HSMA can be used for dosimetry but reproducibility
between sheets. Is often excessively poor. A specification has been formulated
for clear HJMA to be utilized for doslaetry. This 'dosimetry perspex' le
Manufactured by Imperial Chemical Industries and known aa Perspex 9X. Among
dyed HJMA the commercially available red-dyed perspex type Bed 4034 is used
for d.oslmetry.

2.1 g e a r BMA
Clear HBtA samples exhibit radiation induced optical absorp-

tion band with a peak between 260 to 349 no. The exact absorption peak
depends on the composition of the commercially available product and may
vary slightly from batch to batch. Optical density of the irradiated sample
Is measured against unirradiated sample and optical density change per unit
thickness of the dosimeter i s calculated. The dose is reed from a calibra-
tion graph of optical density per unit thickness.against dose. Thle dosi-
meter la useful in the dose range 10 to 5x10 Gy. The dosimeter i s indepen-
dent of dose-rate upto atleast 3x10 Gy/aec. The irradiation temperature
dependence of this dosimeter i s negligible between 20-40°C. But outside thia
temperature range the response change of £0 to 4Oj( can be observed. The
temperature dependenoe characteristics may change aa the absorbed dose level
Is changed. Response of the clear A0U dosimeter la reduced below 20jf and
above 60£ relative humidity both durlnjt end sfter irradiation. This effect
chsnfes from one batch of dosimeter to the other.
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2.2 Bed

The red dyed-HMA on irradiation to doeas in excess of KTGjr
develops a new absorption band in the 600-700 nm region. The darkening can
be measured in terms of optical density using a spectrophotometer. The
dosimeters are cut to required size from commercially available plastic
sheets. Normally the dosimeters are sealed in airtight sachet to reduce
post irradiation fading and to reduce the effect of atmospheric humidity on
the response of the dosimeters. For samples kept in sealed sachets the
optical density of Irradiated samples decreases for the f irst 24 hours after
exposure but stabilizes after this time. If dosimeters are removed from the
sachets more pronounced fading effects were observed. She fading effect In
open dosimeters also depends on the dose to which the dosimeter is exposed.
The response of the red BMA i s unaffected by the relative humidity both
during irradiation and after irradiation upto 9O# relative humidity. At 97^
relative humidity the response i s found to decrease. The irradiation temp-
erature dependence of red JMMA is negligible between 20 to 40°C but outside
this temperature region the response changes. There is indication that the
temperature changes after Irradiation and before read out can markedly
effect the response of both dyed and undyed JMMA dosimeters. Red THKA

dosimeters are useful in the dose range 5x10 to 5x10 Gy. .The dosimeter
has been found dose-rate independent upto 10r Gy/sec. for pulsed beams. The
response fa l l s by about 6% at doss rate of 10 Gy/sec.

3* yplyylnyl chloride

Bolyvlnyl chloride without plasticiaer la the form of clear
film have been used for dosimetrlc purposes. On irradiation dehydrochlori-
nation takes place» and the final result i s the formation of conjugated
double bond systems.

-C" -4JTO1-CH -CFC1- -A»NA^—>• -CR m Cff-CW m CH- + 2HC1

The 'calipleet' rigid polyvinyl chloride film manufactured
by Calico Chemical* and Plastics Division, Bombay has been studied for
doslmetry. The films are available in 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm thickness sheets
of about 1mx2m dimensions. The sheets are cut Into 2cmx1om end washed with



water and used ea dosimeters. 'Each sheet i s considered as a aeperate batch

for eaiiiration. "he dosimeters after irradiation ere given a heat treataunt

to increase the rwta of color development. The heat treatment for 30 mtns.

at 65 SC is ôund to be most suitable. "Phe change in optical density of the

film at 425 urn i s used for measuring lower doses and the absorption peak at

540 urn woa used for measuring higher doses.
2 4

The dose range covered by this dosimeter ia 5x10 Cy to 5x10
6y. Tha post-heet treatment fading of the dosimeter depends on dose and
heat treatment procedure. The fading of 5% per day for lower dose range for
-thin film is observed where as for thicker film, the fading was leaa than yjL

for 5 days. The response of polyvinyl chloride dosimeter has bean found to
be dependent on temperature of irradiation and dose-rate.
4. Ethanol chlorobenzona

The ethenol-chlorobenzene dosimeter consists of aerated
solution of 24* ehlorobenzene, 4!*! dist i l led water in ethanol to which small
quantity (0.04$) of acetone and benzene are added. The solution ia always
stored in dark. On irradiation the main process taking place la

ethanol, water
01", 01 —* HC1 (aolvated)

Etbf-nol, water and acatone are added to the system mainly in order to

stabilize tho cnlorine atoms produced in the radical process, and to promote

their tn».-ii,formation into chloride ions. Bthanol also helps in inhibiting

chain r-ec+ion nnd serves as a good solvent for hydrochloric acid. The

absorbs ifi» la detprrnned by the me*eure"<ent of chloride ions or hydrogen

Ions. The raethod imed for Ionic concentration neasvrement may be either

titration or the more convenient oscillometrie conductivity measurement of

the Irradiated solutions. The letter method can be used for measuring the

closed doslmetric ampoules as well. The useful dose range of the doslaeter

Is 5x102 t 0 4xiC?°y- The response of the dosimeter is independent of doe*

rat* upto 9x10* Gy/hr. The dosimeter response i s not affected by the irra-

diation temperature between 20 to 90°C. The dosimeter i s stable for several

months before and after tho irradiation i f stored in dark brown bottles.
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5» Badiochromic aye films

Many radiochromie dye films (e.g. nylon, polyvinyl-butyral,
polychlorostyrene, polyvinylchlori.de) are available conmercielly. On
irradiation these films develop colour. The optical absorption curve of tbe
irradiated film depends on the type of film used, Depending on the type of
film used appropriate wavelength i s chosen for optical density measurement.
tor nylon radiochromic film, three wavelengths 360 ran, 510 nm and 605 nm are
used for measurement of optical density depending on the dose range to which
dosimeters ere exposed. Absorbed dose range of 10 to 10 Oy is covered by
this dosimeter, for each batch of dosimeter a calibration curve of optical
density per unit thickness of the film against absorbed dose has to be
obtained and this calibration has to be checked occassionally as slight
difference of response may occur with the age of the dosimeter. The doslae-
tr ic response i s same when irradiation i s done in vacuum and in air. Tbe
response does not vary with absorbed dose rate. But these dosimeters have
response that varies somewhat with temperature ana relative humidity during
Irradiation and they must be shielded from bright l ight. The pre-irrsdiatioa
and post-irradiation stabi l i ty of the dosimeter varies from one type of film
to other.

6 . IAEA totercomnarlson studies

International intorcomnsrlson studied by TABA wtth aone of
the chemical dosimeters hat* been done. The IASA intercomperison have led
to the conclusion that only few of these dosimeters are suitable for such
studies. The alamlne BSR system has given a most consistent response over
the whole dose range (10 Gy-100 kSy) in a l l the intercomperison but this
system cannot be considered as a routine dosimeter system until a cheaper
form of read-out unit i s available. The radiochromic dye system, although
giving reasonably good results, exhibited a lot of scatter and i s sensitive
to relative humidity changes and susceptible to long tern storage Instability
at high ambient temperature. A better performance from this system might be
Obtainable If proper packing could eliminate relative humidity affects.
Oeric-ceroue system in general estimated too high a dose (ff<) compared to
the nominal dote* Bthanolehlorobenzene system also estimated a high dose



compared the nominal dose. The glutamine system haa behaved well in
the low dose range and has the potential of being developed to cover the
complete doae range of 10 Gy to 100 kGy. The conclusions to be drawn froa
these measurements are

(1) The two solid state systems (alanlne and radiochroaie dye f i laa)
had a reasonably close agreement between nominal dosea and
estimated doses, but with a tendency of under estimating with 2.5%.

(2) The two liquid systems (ceric-cerous and a ethanol-chloro benzene)
Over estimated nominal doses by 6-10$.

(3) The scatter of a l l systems was about + 5%.
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COIiOUKED TNDICATOHS TOR IHHA ÎATION VERIFICATION

1. High dose indicator

Radiation s t e r i l i z a t i o n of medical products Is now commonly

pract i sed . For t h i s purpose a radiation dose of 25 kCray (2.5 megarad) i s

g iven . Tn most of the c a s e s , there i s no v i s w l change in the material on

irrsd ia+ion , with the resu l t that the user has no indicat ion whether or not

the material has been irradiated. An indicator , which undergoes a change i n

colour on i r rad ia t ion , helps in t h i s s i t u a t i o n . Such an indicator has been

developed in the Chemical Dos line try Laboratory o f the Divis ion of Radiologi-

ca l Protect ion, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay-400 065.

This indicator i s prepared from en aoueou9 emuleion of polyyinyl chloride

containing dimethyl yel low. This paint i s coated on ee l f - edhes ive paper,

dried and given a varnish coat ing . Th« coated paper la cut Into l abe l s of

1cm x 1 cm. These labe l s change colour trorn yellow to red at about 5 kGray

(0 .5 megarad) and at higher doses the in tens i ty of the colour increases .

The or ig ina l yellow colour of the l a b e l s i s very s t a b l e and the red colour

obtained on irradiat ion has been found to be s tab le f o r more then two years .

These indicators are now being supplied to d i f ferent companies USIJV the

ISOMED f a c i l i t y i n BARC. So far such indicators were Imported.

2. Low dose Indicator

Another indicator which changes colour at about 50 Gray

(5 krad) has also been developed in the above laboratory. This consists of
acidified ferrous ammonium sulphate and xylenol orange aqueous solution
sealed in polyethylene tubes of 3 mm diameter and 20 mm length. This indica-
tor changes colour from yellow to violet at about 50 Gray (5krsd) and the
intensity of the colour ine"W8»n at hig*i»r doses. Before irre^letion, the
yellow colour of the indicator changes slowly on storage. However, i f the
indicators are frozen, the colour i s stable. After irradiation, the violet
colour is very stable even at room temperature. This indicator is useful
during irradiation of food items such as onion, potato and garlic . Usually
a radiation dose ot 100 Gray is given in these cases. The know how for
making this indicator has been given to Mexico at their request for their
meditersnean fruit fly pupae steril ization programme.



* the vf>ry #ew oountrlp» who

a hiRh doae lnriieBtor for the st^riliK^tion of medical products «inc! It is

the only counti-y which hoB developed a low dose indicator for food

irredlstion.
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RADIATION PROTECTION

1. Biological Effects

The biological effects of radiation are brought about through

chemical changes in the cells caused by ionizations, excitations, dissocia-

tions and atom displacements. These effects are of two types»

(i) Somatic effects - which manifest in VOB exposed Individual

himself.

( i i ) genetic effects - which affect the descendants of the exposed
individual.

They are also categorised into t

(a) Stochastic effects - for which the probability of an
effect occurring rather than i t s severity i s regarded as
• function of dose, without threshold such as careinoge-
nesis , leukemia and hereditary effects.

(b) Non-atochaatic effects - for which the severity of the
effects varies with the dose and for which a threshold
may therefore occur, auch as cataract, shortening ot

l i f e span, and infert i l i ty .

2 . Aim of Radiation Protection

The aim of radiation protection i s prevention of detrimental
non-etochBstic effect and limitation of the probability ot stochastic effect*
to acceptable levels . The International Commission on Radiological Protect-
ion (ICRP) is looked upon as the appropriate body for giving general guidance
on the widespread use of radiation sources. The commission deals only with
ionising radiations. The doses resulting from exposure to natural (back-
ground) radiation, and from medical procedures are excluded in arriving at
the permissible dose levels. However, the ICRP recommends that medical
profession exercise greet care in the use of ionising radiation so that the
Individual doses are kept at the minimum value consistent with medical
requirements. The ICRP recommended a system of dose limitation based om



Summary of effects lUcely to result from whole-body exposure to radiation

Mild dose
0-25 rem
Ho detectable
clinical
effects.
Probably no
delayed
effects*

50 rem
Slight
transient
blood
changes.
No other
clinically
detectable
effects.
Delayed
effects
possible
but serious
ef*ect on
average
ind ividual
very
improbable.

Moderate dose

100 rem
Nausea *
fatigue
with possible
vomiting at
about 125 R,
Harked
changes in
blood picture
with delayed
recovery*
Shortening
of l i f e
expectancy.

200 rem
Nausea 4.vomit-
ing within 24
hours* following
latent period of
about 1 week,
epilation loss
of appetite*
general weakness
& other symptoms
such as sore
throat and
d iarrhoee,
Possible death
in 2-6 weeks in
a snail fraction
of the individu;-
als exposed.
Seeovery likely
unless compli-
cated by poor
previous health.
superimposed
injuries or
infections.

Semi-lethal dose

400 rsm
Nausea and vomiting
in 1-2 hours. After
a latent period of
about 1 week,
beginning of epila-
t ion, loss of
appetite, and
general weakness
accompained by
fever. Severe
inflammation of
mouth and throat
in the third week,
Symptoms such as
pallor, diarrhoea,
nese bleeds and
rapid emaciation ,
in about the
fourth week. Some
deaths in 2 to 6
weeks. Eventual
death to probably
5O# of the exposed
individuals.

Lethal dose

600 rem
Nausea and vomiting
in 1-2 hours. Short
latent period
following ini t ia l
nausea. Diarrhoea,
vomittiqg, infla-
mmation of mouth
and throat towards
the end of first
week. Pever, rapid
emaciation and
death as early as
the second week
with eventual
death of probably
a l l exposed
ind ividuals.
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( i ) lo practice shall be adopted unleaa lte introduction products
a positive net benefit.

( i i ) All exposurea shall be kept Ae low As Reasonably Achievable

(ALARA). economic and social factors being taken into account.

( i l l ) Doae equivalent to individual ahall not exceed the Uni ts
recommended by the Commission.

J. Maximum Battiilsslble Pose (PVD)

The meximum permissible dose (MVD) for an individual la that

doae, accumulated over a long period of time or result tag from a single

exposure« which in the light of the present knowledge carries a negligible

probability of severe somatic or gsnetio injuries , furthermore, i t Is such a

dose that any effects that ensure more frequently are limited to thoae of •

itfl8F BiHHFt tbi* we«ld m% fet PP»»^tJCf!J unipceptabl* by the exposed

BWffl!§l#it ^ I t if F*Pli?f^ by thf ffiv dose equivajent 3.4*11.

( l ) ^ternjil^jxposurf due 1,9 different kinds of radiations
•uch «f «lph«, btte flndj gan^ yays,

( i l ) Internal Exposure dye ^o radioactive «ateptilf within

tht

of

iR t.h.f CMpge Qf-

to, an

b.e, ê ooBed, -luting the v̂ liAle. o.* theii? li«e. t l«»,

*s, o*



In the earlier recommendation of IORP, doss l imits to the

individual were baaed on the dose litnitn to the cr i t i ca l organ which were

treated as mutually exclusive. The cr i t ica l organs are those parts of the

body that are wore radiosensitive with respect to the abi l i ty of carrying

out functions essential to the body as a whole, such as goneds, red bone

marrow and eye lens. In 1977* the ICRP recommended a procedure by which

doses received by different organs can be expressed in terms of a total risk

by the use of suitable weighting factors. The eye lens has been given •

special treatment. The dose l imits for occupational workers are as follows*

Won-atochaBtic effects :

eye lens » 15 rem/year

Other organs • 50 rem/year

Stochastic effects

Uniform whole body irradiation • 5 rem/year

For non^iniform irradiation, WLA, - 5 rem/year

where, W
T i s weighting >etor representing the proportion of the stochastic

risk resulting from tissue (T) to the tota l risk, when the whole body i s

irradiated uniformly. IL i s the annual dose equivalent in tissue (T).

The values of W_ for the various tissues are given below >

Tissue W_

Oonada

Breast

fled bone marrow

lung

Thyroid
Bone surfaces
Remainder*

0.25
0.15
0.12

0.12

0.03
0.03
0.30

A value of WT • 0.06 is to be applied to each of the five

organs or t issues of the remainder receiving the highest dose-equivalents and

that the exposure of a l l other oir*ans be neglected.



5. Special caaea

(1) It nay be necessary at times to permit a few worker* to
receive doaea in excess of the recommended limits. In such oireumatancea,
the dose equivalent limits aha 11 not exceed twice the relevant annual limit
In any eingle event, and in a l i f e time, five slmea this limit. Such proce-
dure la Justified only if alternative techniques which do not involve auch
exposures are either unavailable or impracticable. Such expoeurea should not
be permitted i f the worker has previously received abnormal exposures result-
ing in doaa equivalent a in excess of five tlmea the annual dose equivalent
limit. Dose equivalents resulting from planned special exposures should be
recorded with those from usual exposures, but any excess over 1be recommended
Units should not by i tse l f constitute a reason for excluding a worker from
hie uaual occupation.

(2) When women of reproductive capacity are occupationally exposed

under the limits recommended earlier, i t should be ensured that the procedures

•re auch that this exposure i s received at a regular rate. In that case, i t

i s unlikely that any embryo will receive more than 500 mrem during the

essential period of organogenesia, namely the first two months of pregnancy.

(3) Pregnancy will b* reeoffnis^d within the first two months,
from then onward a it should be ensured that th« woman continuea work only in
areas where i t is unlikely that * e annual exposures will exceed 3/10 of the
dose equivalent limits.
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PROTECTION MONITORING INSTBUM*STS

Introduction

With the growing use of ionising radiations; considerable amount
of attention has been given to the 'safe1 radiation exposure of wide-cross
section of population. In particular, personnel working with radiation
installations require continuous monitoring of the dose received and record-
ing of the cumulative dose throughout the individual's l i f e tine. This i»
more commonly known PS 'personnel monitoring'.

Pocket dosimeters

These devices ere of fountain pen size and can conveniently be
kept in the pocket. Basically, the dosimeter is an ionisation chamber which
i s charged to a suitable voltage obtained from a separate charger (150-200 v) .
In self -reading type pocket dosimeter, the chamber is coupled to a built- in-
electrometer (quartz-fibre electrometer), and a microscope to view the
electrometer having a reticle calibrated in terms of roentgen. In non-self
reading type dosimeter, the measurements are made with a reading device
which has a built-in charger.

The dosimeter i s in i t ia l ly chcrged so that the deflection of
the ouartz fibre i s at zero on the scsle when viewed in the charger or in
charger-reader. The dosimeter i s then ready for use. After use, the self-
reading type i s viewed against l ight and the non-self reading type is fitted

Flbrt.

convex
lens

CroSS-Secfional view of a typical
Qaartz-Frbre pocket dosimeter.
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back to the charger-reader and viewed for the dose measurement.

Pocket type radiation alarm

This instrument is used extensively by radiation workers carry-
ing out job in and around radiation installations. The instrument gives a
visual as well as an aural signal to alert the personnel about the exposure
rate while carrying out the work. Radiation on GM counter produces an
avalanche current and charges the capacitor to a voltage at which the neon
fires end gives a signal to the audio stage. Preset radiation levels can be
adjusted. The OH counter used in this type of instrument i s generally having
long plateaut less working voltage, good linearity between pulses/sec and
B/hr and flat response over s long energy spectrum.

A \yjp\ca\ Radiation Alarm .
Film dosimeter

Film dosimeters era extensively used for cumulative dose measure-
ment in routine personnel monitoring. The film badge is a simple plastic
(with stainless steel lining) holder made to hold a conventional dental film
with a number of suitable f i l ters (viz. plastic, copper 1, copper 2, lead,
cadmium etc . ) and an open window. The f i l ters are selected to make the
sensitivity of the film independent of radiation energies. The paper wraped
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film (e.g. Eastman Kodak type II - double coated emulsion) i s placed! inside
the badfle. The radiations passing through the f i l t er cause formation of
latent image in the film which after due processing forms blackening. Th«
amount of bleckening is measured in terms of optical density by a deneito-
meter. Computation of densities under different f i l ters gives the smount of
dose received. Generally, the computation i s done in conjunction with
standard calibration curves having density pattern for different types of
radiation at different energies.

CUP

Open

Plastic

lead

Cadmlur

Copptr-1

Copper-̂
.-HOLDER

FILM BADGE HOLDER

Tor example, for pure beta, the difference In densities under
plastic and open window is compared with standard calibration curve for dost
evaluation. Similarly, for pure x-rays, gamma rays and thermal neutrons, the
doses are evaluated from the densities under copper, lead and cadmium
respectively. In case of x-ray energy determination, computation of densities
under copper 1 an) copper 2 i s necessary. For mixed field radiation, the
computation of densities under various f i l ters becomes rigorous and necessary
for respective dose evaluation.

Thermolumineseence dosimeter

One of the most important applications of thermolumlneacence has
been found in personnel monitoring as it was being realised that the capabili-
t ies of the prevalent film method as a large scale, long term dosimeter art
rather limited. The me in inherent problems or the films are pronounced fading
at higher temperatures and humidities, hi#h sensitivity to disturbing agent'*
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suob ae l ight, pressure and certain demicals, limited self l i f t f dose range
and sensit ivity, and the need for a rather complex dark room procedure
Involving many potential sources of error. Thermoluminescence dosimeters
have superiority in almost a l l these areas and with added advantage of i t s
reusability. However, one of the most important drawbacks of TKD's i s that
the dose information is lost in a single readout.

A typical TLD badge based on CaSO (Dy in Teflon matrix consists

of s set ot discs under different f i l ters for compensation of the energy

dependent response. The open window region is provided for beta dose estima

tion. The *U> system can cover a wide range of dose from 10 mrem to 10,000
_-jm. TXD'a exposed to below 10 red, can be reused after proper annealing.

•TLD

uses

TU> thOtt »HD

Area monitoring instruments

The assessment of radiation levels at different locations in
the vicinity of radiation installations is generally known as area monitoring.
The essential purpose of this assessment is to minimize personnel exposure.
Area monitoring instruments, generally coaeist of a probe and associated
electronic oirouitry.

In portable monitor a ionisation chamber io preferred as i t baa
•any advantages. By suitable choice of wall thickness and material, the
response of the chember can be <nad# reasonably energy independent between 50
keT and 3 WeV. 'By suitable choice of circuitry, both exposures end exoosure-
rates can be measured. IonisetIon chamber being operable at relatively low
voltages and also being robust, the instrument would be versatile as a
portable monitor. As the ionisstion current depends on the size of the
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chamber a wide rang* of radiation levels can be neasured by suitable choic*
of tbe volume of the chamber. The major disadvantage of the lonisation
chamber la that for assessment of lower radiation level ( 2 mR/hr), the
slse of the chamber required would be very lewre onfl hence it ia not ue«d for
monitoring lower radiation levels. The d.e. eiaolifier used with ionisation
chamber Is sensitive to dust and humidity which may result in the failure of
the instrument, if proper care is not taken in the fabrication end maintenan-
ce of the instrument.

CM counter compared to ioniaatlon chamber is more sensitive du*
to ion avalanche formation. Hence, the use of SM counter technique is
attractive at low radiation levels and the size of the counts? would be
relatively smaller. The CM counter essentially measures individual particles,
i t s readings are therefore usually given in counts/aec. % suitable calibra-
tion procedures, i t i* possible to relate the counts/sec to exposure-rate or
dose-rate. This relationship depends upon the instrument, ite construction
and th.v type and energy of radiation. There are two diaadvantages with the
use of GM counters, vis. overloading effects at high dose-rates and variation
of response per unit exposure for X and gamma radiation. These disadvantages
can be overcome to some extent by selection of small volume GM counters to
facilitate measurement at higher radiation level and by use of metallic
filters to obtain energy Independent response. These instruments, due to
their small sis* ani handling convenience* are extensively used in radiation
monitoring. In addition they are rugged and are insensitive to environmental
cond itions.

In addition to normal monitoring facilities, i t is necessary to
install gema radiation monitors with •larm facility, at suitable places,
•specially where there is a likelihood of changes in radiation level* due to
the nature of work being carried out in that area. A highly sensitive monitor,
operating In the rang* 1 to 100 mRAr, located at a central point with
regard to the general area being monitored or less sensitive monitor operat-
ing In the region extending to a few R/hr located in close proximity to the
working area to be controlled, would be beneficial in controlling radiation
exposure to personnel in tne vicinity. Gamma zone monitor ia one such
Instrument snd It has facility to warn personnel, by visual and aural
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tadioatloiut when the levels rise above the preset level . It has a OM
oounter and the meter i s directly graduated to read exposure-rates in the
rang* 0.1 aS/hr to 100aS/tar. The Tlaual and aural triggering level can be
adjusted at any level from 2 aR/hr to 100



Radiation monitoring instruments

Instrument Detector Rad iAt ion Maximum Minimum
Monitored Measurable Measurable

1. ^ete Gamma
Exposure 3 a i e
Meter SM-14O(»)

2 . Radiation
Survey Meter
MH-1210O

3 . Contamination
Monitor

4 . Gamma Radio-
graphy Survey
Metsr

5 . Samoa Hadio-
graphy surrey

Ion
Chamber

and

Glass walled £ , X and
GM counter

End window
GM counter

Miniature
GM counter

X and

X and 1

Miniature
GM counter

I and?

renges^

20 mB/hr
(3 ranges)

20 mB/nr
(3 ranges)

20 R/*ir
(5 ranges)

20 R/hr
{5 ranges)

0.1 mB/nr

0.1 mB/nr

0.2 mR/hr

0.2 mB/hr

Detector used i s 400 ce
ion chamlser. Hadistion
exoosure can be estimated
with tetter accuracy.
Useful for general area
monitorixg and f o r d e t e r -
mining shie lding adequacy
of radiation installations.

Besponse varies with
energy. Useful for low
level area monitoring and
for surface contamination
monitoring.
Useful for surface contami-
nation monitoring and low
level area monitoring.
Both high and low level
radiation field can be
monitored. Best suited for
general radiation monitor-
ing in radiography
Installations. lowered by
four pencil type cells
(Bversady 101$ or equi-
valent).

Similar to GHM-2 but
powered by one 97 ce l l
(Evsxvady 216 or equivalent)



Instrument Detector Radiation
Monitored

Maximum
Measurable

Minimus
Measurable

6. Gamma Radio
graphy survey
Meter GHM-3(*)

7 . Vide Hange
Survey Meter
TOG 3

Miniature
GM counter

Miniature
GM Counter

X and

X and*

50B/nr
(5 ranges)

100R/W
(5 ranges)

0.5 mRAr

1.0 mH/hr

8 . Gamraa Zone
Monitor
BU>-3(*)

Energy
compensated
GM Counter

ZariV 100
(Single non-
linear range)

Similar to GEM-2 and
GRM-2A, and covers
higher radiation leve l ,
lowered by three Medium
sise cel ls (Bveready
1C33 or equivalent)
Covers wide range of
exposure rates. Well
suited in radiation
emergencies and can be
used for area monitor**
ing and for monitoring
leakage radiations
around source containers.
Detector can also be
coupled through a t e l e -
scopic extension rod
during measurement of
higher exposure rates.
Can be mounted on wall.
Suitable for radiation
level indication in
control room of radio-
graphy installations and
for warning (both aural
and visual) when .radia-
tion level exceeds the
preset level . Preset
level Is adjustable.

Available indigenously from
* Electronics Corporation of India Ltd.,

Hyderabad-5 0OO40.
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PRACTICA L HINTS

1, General

1. Working place must be olean.

2. All glasswares and dosinetrlc container should be cleaned as per

the procedure given in the Hand Book.

3. For weighing, clean, dry beaker and spatula must be used.

4. All the chemicals used should be of analytical reagent (Anala R)

grade* The amount of chemicals weighed for solution preparation

should be as near to the required amount as possible. Care ahould be

taken during weighing and transferring chemicals so that they do not

cone in contact with finger tips.

5. The stoppers, pipettee should never be kept on working table. Use

clean f i l t e r paper for that purpose. Solution should not cose in

contact with finger t ips or impurities while preparing, r Irs ing or

making measurements.

6. Purity of distil led watar should be chocked regularly. For this, the

Fricke dosimeter with and without sodium chloride, when irradiated to

the sane dose should give the same absorbanoe.

7. The doae rate In a gamma chanber varies from one position to another*

The doe ima trie measurements should be dene at the position of interest.

9. Mien a oobalt-60 gamma ohamber ie used asan irradiation faci l i ty ,

dosimeter sample receives anextra dose-transit dose-during the deaoent
and ascent of the shaft. This should be taken into consideration in
the dose calculations.

9. The optical sides of the optical ce l l should not be touched with
fingers as finger prints on the in can lead to wrong absorbance
measurements.

10. After measurements irradiation containers should be f i l l ed with
dosinetric solution or dist i l led water and kept closed t i l l next use.
Other glass wares must also be cleaned.

11. The molar extinction coefficient of the ferrio-xylenol orange complex
differs for the dye obtained from different sources because the dye is
not of analytical reagent grade. Hence separate calibration curve has
to be drawn for the brand of xylenol orango used.
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2. Frlcke dosimeter

1 • Singly disti l led water la used for a l l dosimetric preparations.

2. Ferrous amaonlun sulphate should not be dissolved directly in water.

3 , Stoppered pyrex glass tubes having 15 mo internal diameter, 1 . J n

va i l thickness and 4.5 on height can be used as irradiation c e l l s .

4 , The speotrophotometrio measurements are dona at 304 nn.

5. The optloal density should be oorreoted for temperature variation.

3» WK dosimeter
1« Sxaot amount of sulphuric acid as given In tbe Hand Bock must be added.
2 . The solution after dissolution of benzole acid should be cooled to rooa

temperature. Sulphuric acid BUSt be added to It before adding ferrous

ammonium sulphate.

3* The dosimetrlc solution should not be stored for more than two weeks.

It should not be exposed to direct sunlight.

4 . Stoppered polyethylene or polypropylene tubes having 10 ran Internal

diameter, 1.0 am wall thickness and 4.0 cm height oan be used aa

irradiation c e l l s . At least 2 nm build up of similar material should

be provided during Irradiation with oobalt-60 gama rays.

5. Wavelength setting i s to be at 540 nn.

6". Ueasuremsntsare to be made 30 minutes after Irradiation and as far as

possible should be ooapleted on the day of irradiation* The control)

solution should also be kept in similar containers as the Irradiated solution*

4* Free radical doalaatry- spectrophotomatrie read out

1* Dosimetric powder i s packed in the stoppered polystyrene oapsule having
1.0 ma wall thickness, 3.0 mm internal diameter and 20 mm height. For
Irradiation with oobalt-60 ganaa rays, a build-up of 5 mm thickness of

like material ahould be provided for the oapsule.
2* Conical flasks should be clean and dry. The powder should be thoroughly

nixed, weighed accurately and i t should be transferred carefully to the

flask.
3* AH readings ahould be taken at least 5 minutes after dissolution of the

powder and the measurements should be completed within an hour after

dissolution.
4 . The absorbanoe measurements of irradiated aid unirradiated powders are

made against fX solution and the difference of these values gives the
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correct rending* The absorbanc* of IX solution containing un-irradiated
powder 1B '.Less than that of FX solution. Therefore the Zero reading of
instrument should suitably beahifted to account for this .

5. The wavelength setting is to be at 340 nm for glutanAne and at
325 n» for alanlre doaimoter.

5. Carle sulphate dosimeter

1. Both cerio sulphate and oerous sulphate should be stored In a deseisator.

2. Ceric and etrous sulphate salts should not be dissolved directly in

water, but in 0.8 N EgSO .̂

3. Triple disti l led watar should be used for the preparation of 0.8 K HgSO.,

4. Stoppered pyrex glase tubes having 15 sun internal dlaro&ter, 1.5 mm

wall thickness and 4«5 cm height can be used as irradiation c e l l s .

5. Both unirradiated and irradiated eolutions Bhould be given Bare dilution

treatment before abnorbance measurements.

6. Standard flask containing doslmetric eoluticn and irradiation tubea

should be covered with black paper to avoid exposure to light.

7. Irradiation tubes should be washed with 0.8 N H ŜO. and then twice

vAth dosimatrlc solutlcn before f i l l ing them.

6. Spectrophotomatric measurenentB are done at 320 run.

9. Absorbance of ITTHHated solutions should be measured on the sane

day, to avoid any poet irradiation effect.

10. G(Ce5+) value varies with ln l t ln l c«rio ion concentration, so

appropriate 6 value should be used for -sue evaluation.
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